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ARTICLES OF AGREEMENT BETWEEN THE 
BOARD OF EDUCATION AND THE TEACHERS
Represented by the
BOULDER VALLEY EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
of the
BOULDER VALLEY SCHOOL DISTRICT RE-2J 
PREAMBLE
The Boulder Valley Board of Education, the Boulder Valley Education Association, and the 
teachers of the Boulder Valley School D istrict recogiize and declare that it is their 
mutual aim to provide a quality education to all pupils o f the District. Accordingly, the 
parties recognize and ag-ee that the teachers, the Board, and the Administration have the 
responsibility to:
Respect each pupil's dignity and worth. 
Respect each pupil's right to learn, 
Uphold the standards o f the profession. 
Promote quality teaching.
SECTION A: GENERAL PROVISIONS
A -l ADHERENCE TO AGREEMENT: Both parties ag-ee that during the term o f this 
Agreement, adherence to the provisions contained herein will be an obligation and 
duty o f each. There will be no strikes or other individual or concerted action 
designed to deprive the youth in the schools of the services o f Unit B employees. Any 
employee who engages in such actions during the term o f this Ag-eement shall be 
subject to severe disciplinary action. Such disciplinary action shall be subject to the 
Grievance Procedure contained in this Ag-eement, except where applicable the 
Colorado Tenure Act will apply. The Board of Education further ag-ees that it will 
not, during the term o f this Ag-eement, o ffic ia lly  adopt or implement any condition 
o f employment contrary to the provisions o f this Ag-eement.
A-2 SCHOOL BOARD RESPONSIBILITIES: Except as expressly provided in this
Ag-eement, the determination and administration o f school policy, the determination 
o f school curriculum, the operation and management o f the schools, and the direction 
o f employee are vested exclusively in the Board of Education.
*A-3 EFFECT OF AGREEMENT: The parties mutually ag-ee that the terms and conditions 
set forth in this Ag-eement represent the full and complete understanding and 
commitment as o f January I, 1987, between the parties hereto which may be altered, 
changed, added to, deleted from, or modified only through the voluntary, mutual 
consent o f the parties in an amendment hereto.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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A-3.1 Should any part o f this Ageement be declared illegal by a court of 
competent jurisdiction it  shall be automatically deleted from this Ag-eement 
to the extent that it violates the law, but the remaining portion shall remain 
in full force and effect for the duration o f the Ag-eement to the extent it  is 
not affected by the deleted portion.
A-4 SAVINGS CLAUSE: In the adoption o f this Ageement, the parties agree that nothing 
contained herein is intended to be construed to delegate or lim it the powers, duties, 
discretions, and responsibilities o f the Board o f Education as prescribed by the 
Constitution and Laws o f the State o f Colorado. If any provision o f this Agreement, or 
any application o f the Ageement shall be foind contrary to law, such provision or 
application shall have effect only to the extent permitted by law.
Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny or restrict any rights an employee 
may have under the laws and Constitution o f the State o f Colorado and the United 
States.
A-5 DEFINITIONS
"Teacher" shall mean for the purpose o f this Ag-eement an employee who is a member 
o f Unit B. Unit B shall consist o f certificated teachers, librarians, counselors, reading 
specialists, psychologists, speech and language specialists, and social workers who are 
employed in such capacity on at least a half-time contract.
A-5.1 "Part-time Teacher" shall mean a teacher (as defined above) who normally 
performs services as an employee o f this D istrict in an amount o f time less 
than 4 hours during each regular school day, and under the provisions o f the 
Teacher Employment Dismissal and Tenure Act o f 1967 is not eligible to 
acquire tenure.
*A-5.2 "The Ag-eement" shall mean this document which is binding upon and inuring 
to the benefit o f Unit B employees and the Boulder Valley School D istrict for 
the period o f January I, 1987 through December 31, 1987, subject to contract 
opening under Section J-l Future Conference and Terms.
*A-5.3 SENIORITY: Seniority shall be established subject to the following conditions:
(a) An employee's seniority date shall be defined as the firs t day an 
employee worked under his/her most recent contract.
(b) An employee maintains his/her seniority rights while on an approved 
leave of absence.
(c) Once a non-tenured teacher receives a regular contract, that 
employee's seniority shall originate from the date the teacher firs t 
reported for work, including the time on a lim ited term or temporary 
contract, provided service has not been interrupted and the employee 
has been employed for at least four (4) clock hours per day.
In the event two or more employees have the same seniority date, the date 
their most recent contract was signed shall govern. Contracts not dated by 
the employee shall originate from the date the teacher firs t reported for 
work. I f  two or more employees s till have the same seniority date, seniority 
will be established by lot.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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A seniority list shall be completed by December 31 o f the school year. A 
copy of such list shall be provided each building in the D istrict and the 
Association. Annual updating o f such list shall be the responsibility of the 
Human Resources Division.
A-5.il For purposes of this Ayeement, those teachers assigned to the middle 
schools are considered Secondary School Teachers.
A-6 RECOGNITION: Members o f Unit B have the right to elect an organization to
represent them in negotiations with the Board of Education on matters pertaining to 
salaries, hours, terms and conditions o f employment, processing o f alleged 
yievances, and on matters which both parties ayee are proper subjects for 
negotiations.
A-6.1 The Board of Education hereby reaffirms recognition o f the Boulder Valley 
Education Association as the exclusive representative o f the members o f Unit 
B for the effective dates of this Ayeement and for such additional periods of 
time as its recoyiition may be extended under the policies and procedures of 
the Board o f Education. All rights and privileges yanted the Association 
under the terms and provisions o f this Ayeement are for the exclusive use of 
the Association.
*A-7 ELECTION PROCEDURES: The election procedures o f the Board of Education for 
the purpose o f determining the appropriate representative o f Unit B and other units is 
stated in Board policy HG.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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SECTION B: NEGOTIATIONS PROCEDURE
B-l SCOPE: The Board of Education representatives will meet with Unit B
representatives to negotiate and reach agreements on matters pertaining to salaries, 
hours, terms and conditions o f employment, procedures for the processing o f alleged 
g-ievances, and on other matters which both parties ag-ee are proper subjects for 
negotiations.
B-2 REPRESENTATION AND LOGISTICS OF NEGOTIATIONS: A t the time o f request 
for negotiations the in itiating party shall identify not more than five (5) persons who 
shall negotiate pursuant to the provisions of the Ag-eement. When responding to such 
request the recipient shall also identify not more than five (5) representatives. 
Either party may, i f  it so desires, use the services o f outside consultants and may call 
upon proper representatives to participate in negotiations. When such meetings are 
held during school time, a maximum o f three (3) Association negotiators shall receive 
pay from the D istrict for such time lost. Other Association negotiators' time will be 
charged against BVEA days
B-2.1 Both parties shall negotiate in good faith and in timely fashion.
B-3 INITIATION: A written request for negotiations shall be submitted by the party(ies) 
desiring negotiations no later than the 1st day of August.
B-3.1 Within ten (10) working days following the receipt of request for negotiations, 
the recipients shall make written acknowledgment o f the request.
*B-4 PROCEDURES: Packages containing proposals for changes shall be exchanged no 
later than September 1st. On contract reopening for 1988, each party shall be 
lim ited to Section E and no more than three additional items by each party. In 
addition to the foregoing, either party may present the items included in the le tter of 
understanding regarding Special Education and Elementary Specialist Assigiments.
B-5 OPEN NEGOTIATIONS: Formal negotiations meetings between the parties shall be 
conducted in open, public sessions. The firs t session shall be held no later than 
September 15th. During any session, either party may caucus in a closed meeting 
separately but not together. Public notice o f all sessions shall be given at least 48 
hours in advance, except in emergency situations. In emergency situations, as 
mutually ag-eed upon, the earliest possible notice w ill be given to the public. 
Mediation and fact finding shall be conducted in closed sessions.
B-5.1 During negotiations the proposal fo r change o f either party may be modified 
or added to. Those sections of the Ag-ee ment which had no proposal for 
change by either party may also be deleted or modified.
B-5.2 During negotiations unilateral communications from the Board or 
administrators to Unit B members or from Unit B members to the Board or 
administration shall be lim ited to matters concerning normal conduct of 
D istrict affairs. This does not preclude bilateral communication between 
Board members. D istrict administrators and Association leadership on 
matters under negotiation.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
B-5.3 The above stated procedures do not prohibit additional negotiations when the 
two parties mutually ag"ee.
B-5.4 Tentative agreements reached during negotiations, including mediation or 
fact-finding, shall be reduced to writing, dated and initialed by both parties. 
Ag-eement on any matter in negotiations is reached only when the parties 
have tentative ag-eement on all matters in negotiations, subject to 
ratification by both parties.
B-5.5 Association requests for records, lists, or other data should be adck-essed to 
the Executive Director o f Human Resources with a copy to the 
Superintendent. Association requests will be lim ited to the President of 
BVEA, the UNIServ Director, and the Chairman o f the BVEA Negotiating 
Committee. The Executive Director o f Human Resources shall respond to 
the request within five (5) school days in writing, either supplying the 
requested information or indicating how the information may be obtained and 
suggesting a time and procedure.
B-6.1 PROCEDURE FOR IMPASSE: In the event that tentative ag-eement cannot be
reached on all items under negotiation by the negotiation teams, or negotiations have 
not been concluded by October 15th, unless extended by mutual consent, an impasse 
shall exist, and the following procedure shall be followed:
B-6.1.1 Mediation: The issues in dispute shall be submitted to a mediator for the 
purpose o f inducing the Board and the Association to make a voluntary 
ag-eement.
B-6.1.2 Unless both sides ag-ee otherwise, the Board and the Association shall,
within (5) five days o f the declaration o f impasse, submit a written 
request for a mediator to the American Arbitration Association.
B-6.1.3 The request to the American Arbitration Association shall ask that a list
of five qualified mediators to be SLfomitted to the Board and the 
Association.
B-6.1.4 The mediator shall be selected by the Board and the Association five (5)
business days after receipt o f the names o f the mediators. The 
procedure shall be (unless mutually ag-eed otherwise) for each party to 
alternately strike names from the list until only one (I) name remains. 
This person shall then be asked to mediate the dispute. The party 
striking firs t shall be determined by lot. If the mediator declines to 
accept, the last two names stricken from the list shall be sent to the 
American Arbitration Association with the request to select the 
mediator from between the two.
B-6.1.5 The form, dates and times o f meetings shall be arranged by the mediator.
B-6.1.6 The mediator shall meet with representatives o f the Board and the 
Association either separately or together.
B-6.1.7 If mediation fails in whole or in part, the mediator shall report the issues 
that remain in dispute to the Board and the Association.
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B-6.1.8 The cost for services o f the mediator or the A.A.A., including per diem 
expenses, i f  any, and necessary and actual travel expenses, shall be 
shared equally by the Board and the Association.
B-6.2 Fact-Finding: i f  the mediation procedure described above has failed to bring about 
ag-eement on all issues, either party acting through representative may request 
that the issues which remain in dispute be submitted to an advisory fact-finder. 
Unless the parties ag-ee otherwise, the method o f selection o f the fact-finder shall 
be the same as that for the selection o f a mediator as described in Section B-6. I . I  
through B-6.1.8.
B-6.2.1 The fact-finder will have authority to hold meetings and confer with any
parties deemed advisable in seeking to uncover pertinent facts, but 
he/she will not have authority to incur any costs other than his/her own 
fee without prior agreement o f the Board and the Association.
B-6.2.2 The fact-finder shall provide a written report to the two parties within 
th ir ty  (30) calendar days after the hearings have commenced but in no 
event later than December 20th.
B-6.2.3 Representatives o f the Association and the Board shall meet within five
(5) days after receiving the recommendations o f the fact-finder to 
review and c la rify  the recommendations. The parties may ag-ee to 
amend the recommendations at this meeting.
B-6.2.8 The recommendations o f the fact-finder and any tentative ag-eements 
reached prior to fact-finding shall be submitted to the Association and 
the Board for action, unless the parties have previously agreed to amend 
the recommendations in the meeting described in B-6.2.3 above. In such 
cases the amended report w ill be submitted along with the tentative 
agreements for the ratification vote.
B-6.2.5 All costs incurred in the above process are to be shared equally by the
Board and the Association.
B-6.2.6 Nothing herein shall preclude the parties from ag-eeing to combine the
mediation and fact-finding processes under one neutral.
B-7 ADOPTION AND RATIFICATION OF AGREEMENT: Tentative agreements
reached as a result o f the negotiations (including mediation and fact-finding) shall 
be reduced to writing and presented to the Association membership for 
ratification. The association shall have fifteen (15) working days, exclusive o f June 
5th through September 5th, from the date that the tentative ag-eement has been 
presented in which to file  a written statement accepting or rejecting the 
Agreement. Absence of such written statement within this allowed time shall 
constitute ratification. Following such ratification, this Agreement shall be 
presented to the Board fo r its ratification.
B-7.1 The Board o f Education shall, a fter public hearing, as required by law,
s iiim it to the appropriate tax levying body a request for such funds as 
shall be sufficient to fund the proposed operating budget. Final approval 
o f this Ag-eement is contingent upon the adoption of a budget by the
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Boulder Valley Public Schools in compliance with the School D istrict 
Budget Law and the appropriations therein of sufficient funds to meet 
the financial obligations contained in this Ag-eement. However, 
approval o f this Ag-eement by the Board indicates that they intend to 
appropriate adequate funds to implement all provisions o f the 
Ag-eement. It is expressly understood, however, that submission of the 
budget to referendum is the sole prerogative o f the Board. Following the 
adoption o f such budget and after the negotiated ag-eements are adopted 
by the Board, said ag-eements shall be entered as an addendum to the 
policies o f the District.
B-8 INTERIM NEGOTIATIONS: It is recognized by the Board of Education and the 
Association that all situations and developments could not be anticipated at the 
time this Agreement was negotiated. Changes(s) in the Ag-eement during its 
effective dates may be negotiated when the parties mutually ag-ee that proposed 
change(s) are necessary. If as a result o f such negotiations, agreement is reached 
on proposed change(s), such change(s) will be presented to the Association's Board 
o f Directors and the Board of Education for ratification. If both parties ra tify  the 
proposed change(s), such changefs) will be sigied by the Board and Association 
presidents and will become amendment(s) to the existing Ag-eement. I f  the issue(s) 
under consideration in interim negotiations cannot be resolved, the issue(s) may 
become topics for the next negotiations.
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SECTION C: DUTIES OF THE TEACHER
C-l PROFESSIONAL DUTIES: State Statutes, found in Colorado Education Law, define 
certain requirements and responsibilities fo r both teachers and Boards of Education.
C -l.I The teacher's individual contract concerns matters needing 
understanding between the Board and an individual before entering into 
the mutual commitment o f employment.
C - l.2 The D istrict Hancfoook o f Bylaws, Policies and Procedures define most
operational matters for teachers and other employees. Duties o f the 
teacher include pupil registration, attendance-keeping and 
recordkeeping, pupil discipline, reporting to parents, supervision o f 
pupils, and the request for, care o f and accounting for instructional 
materials and equipment.
C - l.3 If there is an inconsistency between an individual contract and this
Acyeement on a matter concerning hours, terms o f conditions o f 
employment, this Acyeement shall govern.
C-l A  This Acyeement defines terms and conditions o f employment that apply 
to all members o f Unit B.
C - l.5 No conflict between the individual contract, administrative procedures.
Board policies and the Acyeement is intended. In cases where conflict 
may arise, such will be rectified.
C-2 BOARD POLICIES: The policies o f the Board o f Education are recocyiized as being 
o f v ita l concern to employees affected by them. Consequently, for actions 
concerning policies not covered in this Acyeement which affect employees in Unit 
B, the administration shall inform the Association at a reasonable time prior to the 
initiation o f such change, in order to provide fo r consultation with organization 
members.
C-3 CONTRACT YEAR: The contract year for members o f Unit B covered by the 
teacher salary schedule, shall consist o f 184 scheduled days, o f which 180 days are 
scheduled teaching days and four days are D istrict orientation, in-service training 
or preparation.
C-4 SCHOOL CALENDAR: A tentative school calendar shall be developed by
administrators and Association members for the academic year and shall be 
presented to the Board no later than January 10. At the meeting in February, the 
Board shall formally adopt this calendar or set a specific date for adoption o f this 
or any revised calendar. The Board shall provide the BVEA with a copy of any 
revised calendar at least one month prior to adoption and the Association will have 
the opportunity at the next meeting to o ffer opinions, preferences and objectives.
C-5 TEACHING HOURS AND TEACHING LOAD: Teachers shall be on duty in their 
respective buildings 37 112 hours per week as arranged by the principal in 
cooperation with the faculty. The 37 1/2 hours per week shall be inclusive o f (a) 
duty free planning time, (b) necessary travel time attributed directly to teaching 
schedule and (c) at least a 30 minute guaranteed daily, duty-free, lunch period.
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C-5.1 A minimum o f 4 1/2 hours on the secondary level and 3 1/2 hours on the 
elementary level o f duty-free planning time will be provided per week. 
Every reasonable e ffo rt w ill be made to provide planning periods of 
meaningful length of 25 minutes or more but in no case less than 15 
minutes.
*05.1.1 Whenever possible, the current practice on scheduled 
planning time as it  exists during the 1986-87 school year will 
remain reasonably consistent for one (I) calendar year 
effective January I, 1987.
0 5 .2  For those school activities which occur outside the regular school day, 
and which require the presence o f (a) teacher(s), an equitable master 
schedule shall be established by the principal in cooperation with the 
faculty and posted as early in the school year as possible.
0 5 .3  Extra duty and other special assignments for which the teacher receives 
extra remuneration shall be in addition to the 37 112 hour week.
0 5 .4  Teachers may leave the building during their lunch period but must 
advise the office o f their intention to be absent.
*0 5 .5  In senior high schools, a teacher will be assigned no more than the 
equivalent o f five instructional periods. In the junior high schools a 
teacher will be assigned no more than six periods o f instruction per day 
inclusive o f study halls. A teacher will be considered fu ll-tim e i f  
assigned to five teaching periods between a middle level school and a 
senior high school. In all secondary schools, additional duty time needed 
during the school day to carry out Board approved proyams and to 
maintain safety, order and welfare o f the students, or for special 
proyams developed by the faculty, will be equitably shared by the 
faculty members o f the respective building as these needs arise.
C-5.6 Except in unique circumstances, regular classroom teachers will not be 
required to remain with their classes when the classes are under the 
supervision of a music, art or physical education specialist.
C-6 ELEMENTARY CLASS SIZE: K-6 Grade Class Size. It is the goal o f the School 
D istrict to lim it the size o f kindergarten and firs t yade classes to a maximum of 
26, o f yades 2 and 3 to 29, and o f yades 4, 5, and 6 to 31 pupils. When it is 
necessary to combine the aforementioned yades, the class size goal will be reduced 
by two with the lowest yade level used as the guideline. The D istrict w ill make 
every reasonable effort to meet these goals by adjusting classes within the building, 
the principal shall meet with the affected teacher, and every reasonable e ffo rt shall 
be made to y a n t assistance to such teacher through reallocations of building 
resources (e.g. aide time, additional materials, clerical assistance, and/or release 
duty time). Should such resources for assistance not be available at the building 
level, the appropriate D istrict administrator shall meet with the affected teacher 
and the building principal to determine what assistance, i f  any, will be provided.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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C-6.1 If children from educable mentally handicapped, perceptually or 
communicative disordered, emotional or behavior disordered, or 
physically handicapped classes are integrated into regular classes, the 
special teacher shall confer with the regular classroom teacher prior to 
such integ-ation to determine the impact on the regular class and to 
determine what additional assistance, i f  any, is required in terms o f the 
child's successful integ-ation. Additional assistance will usually take the 
form o f (I) special teacher monitoring the progress o f the integ-ated 
child with respect to matters o f prog-amming, or (2) special teacher 
working individually with the regular classroom teacher to provide 
support for programming and implementation. I f  the special teacher and 
the regular classroom teacher do not ag-ee on (I)  or (2) above, the 
principal will meet with the teachers to resolve the matter.
C-6.2 At no time will children from regular classrooms be accepted in special 
education services for any purpose without completing the proper staffing 
procedure prior to such change.
C-6.3 When monolingual children (non-English speaking) are placed in regular 
classrooms, the teacher may request, through the principal, assistance 
from available D istrict resources.
C-S.4 When it  is necessary to combine special classes, careful consideration will 
be given to any special situation which would necessitate a smaller class 
size.
C-6.5 Upon request, the appropriate D istrict administrators will meet with the 
teachers involved and the principal to assist in resolving any d ifficu lties or 
problems that arise.
C-7 SECONDARY STUDENT LOAD: In all secondary teaching assignments, except 
physical education and music, every reasonable e ffo rt shall be made so that the 
total load shall not exceed a maximum of 775 students per week exclusive o f study 
hall. This does not preclude a teacher from requesting an additional load beyond 
the maximum stated above.
C-7.1 Integration o f handicapped children in the secondary classes shall be 
accomplished as per the provisions contained in C-6.2, 3, 4, and 5.
0-8 GRADE REPORTING DEADLINES:
C-8.1 FIRST THREE QUARTERS: There shall be a minimum of three teaching 
days between the end o f a school quarter and the deadline for submitting 
g-ade reports at the building level.
C-8.2 LAST QUARTER: In the event that one fu ll day or its equivalent o f
released time is not made available to teachers during the final three days 
o f the last quarter o f the year, g-ade reports will be submitted no later 
than three business days (Monday through Friday, not including offic ia l 
holidays) after the end o f the quarter.
C-9 TEACHER AIDES: The Board reaffirms the important role aides play in assisting 
the faculty in the educational prog-am o f the D istrict. It further ag-ees to provide 
aides in both the elementary and secondary schools as determined by sound
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educational and staffing requirements. Priority for teacher aide time will be 
given: (I) to relieve class overloads, (2) to staffing o f resource centers, and (3) to 
meet unique and/or unusual needs of a particular school as those needs arise. 
Assignment of teacher aides at the building level shall be made by the principal in 
cooperation with the faculty.
*C -I0 DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSONS AND TEAM LEADERS: Each secondary building 
principal, in consultation with the faculty, shall by May I o f the school year I) 
develop building guidelines that provide for the number o f departments and/or 
teams in the building, and 2) develop a method o f selecting candidates from which 
the principal may appoint chairpersons and/or team leaders. A copy of the current 
plan for each building shall be provided the appropriate D istrict administrator for 
approval.
*C -I0 .I Compensation for services as department chairperson and team leaders 
may be either by release time or payment in excess o f the salary schedule 
according to the provisions o f C-l 0.2, C-l 0.3, C-l 0.4, or E-l 9.
‘ C-10.2 The total number of appointed department chairpersons and team leaders 
eligible for release time or pay under E - l9 shall not exceed eleven (I I) 
persons in any building.
*C-I0.3 Chairpersons and team leaders may be provided released time from within 
the teacher allocation for each school, up to five periods per week or 
equivalent, for those departments with six (full time equivalent or major 
fraction thereof) or more members, including the department chairpersons 
and team leaders. Released time will be determined in accordance with 
developed building guidelines. Chairpersons and team leaders who do not 
receive released time as provided in C-l 0.2 may be compensated as 
outlined in E-l 9.
*C-I0.4 Variations from the provisions specified in C-l 0.2 and C-l 0.3 may be 
requested by a building principal and implemented with the approval of 
the appropriate D istrict administrator. Allowances in excess o f the 
amounts specified in E - l9 may be approved by the appropriate District 
administrator for unique circumstances.
C-l I STAFF MEETINGS: Regular building s ta ff meetings shall be scheduled as needed 
on Thursdays. Announcements, including major topics, shall be made at least 24 
hours in advance o f the meeting. Special meetings may be called by the principal 
to deal with emergencies but such meetings shall be kept to a minimum and shall 
deal with only those emergency items for which the meeting was called. Every 
e ffo rt shall be made to keep all meetings as short as possible. Teachers shall 
attend all s ta ff meetings unless excused by the principal.
C-l 2 ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Pre-School Sessions: Each teacher is to attend 
the pre-school session for all teachers. Each teacher is to attend the appropriate 
cyade or departmental meetings and building faculty meetings.
C - l2.1 First Aid: First aid policies shall be as stipulated by the Board of
Education policy adopted August 23, 1976.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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C—12.2 Life Certificates: Effective January I, 1977, holders o f Colorado Life 
Certificates are required to complete six hours o f Board-approved work 
every five years.
If  the holder o f a life  certificate does not comply with this requirement, 
this teacher will receive the same salary that he/she earned the previous 
school year. This salary freeze will remain in effect fo r the entire school 
year. If the six semester hours or Board-approved equivalent are 
completed by the beginning o f the following year, the teacher will receive 
the appropriate salary increase. Increases lost throuc^i non-compliance 
with the negotiated agreement cannot be recouped.
C-13 TEACHER ASSIGNMENTS: Teachers shall be notified in writing o f any change in 
their tentative assignments for the ensuing school year, including the schools to 
which they w ill be assigned, and the g-ade and/or subject they w ill teach, and any 
special or unusual course that they will have as soon as practicable, and under 
normal circumstances no later than June I. If circumstances prohibit identifying 
the assignment, the teacher shall be notified verbally or in writing explaining the 
reasons by June I .
C -I3.I In arranging schedules for teachers who are assigned to more than one 
school, the amount o f inter-school travel w ill be held to a minimum. Such 
teachers shall be notified o f any changes in their schedules as soon as 
practicable. Itinerant teachers who may be required to use their own 
automobiles in the performance o f their duties and who are assigned to 
more than one school per day shall be reimbursed for inter-school travel at 
the current mileage allowance (See Section E). For teachers assigned to 
more than one building, time needed for such things as travel, lunch, 
planning, start up and clean ip, and other job requirements shall be allowed 
for in arranging schedules. Such traveling teachers will attend s ta ff 
meetings in the building utiliz ing the g-eater percentage o f the teacher's 
time. If such meetings require travel from another building, 
reimbursement for such travel will be paid at the current mileage 
allowance.
C-13.2 In the case of teachers employed prior to July 31, the original building 
assignment shall be made by the Executive Director o f Human Resources 
as soon after in itia l appointment as practicable.
C-19 CLASSROOM VACANCIES: When vacancies in the classroom occur, and where it  
is not practical to secure a substitute, the principal may assign a regular teacher to 
cover the vacancy. If such an assignment is made by the principal, the teacher will 
be entitled to compensation at the rate ag-eed upon. (See Section E).
C-14.1 The above does not preclude voluntary arrangements between teachers as 
approved by the building principal. There shall be no extra pay for these 
voluntary arrangements.
C-14.2 Absences at the Request of the Administration. Teacher absences which 
are created by the school administration will be covered by substitutes. 
When it is not possible to provide a substitute, the absence will be covered 
as indicated in "classroom vacancies" above.
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C-15 STUDENT DISCIPLINE: When administering pupil discipline, teachers are required 
to exercise appropriate judgment and control. The teacher may restrain the pupil 
until other action may be taken or the teacher may refer a pupil to the school 
office. The pupil will not be returned to class during the same class period at the 
secondary level and within approximately th irty  (30) minutes o f the referral at the 
elementary level. This requirement may be deemed inapplicable for subsequent 
referrals o f the same student, or another student for the same offense, only after a 
conference has been held between the appropriate superior and the teacher 
regarding future expectations for disciplinary action in these situations. The 
teacher will be notified of any disciplinary action, or lack thereof, taken with 
regard to the pupil referred and the reason(s) for such.
C-I5.I In the event the teacher has concern over the decision o f the principal or 
designee, he/she may request a meeting with a representative o f the 
Association and the principal or designee. I f  the issue remains unresolved, 
the teacher may request a meeting with a representative o f the 
Association and the appropriate D istrict administrator or designee.
C-16 USE OF PHYSICAL FORCE: A teacher may use reasonable and appropriate
physical force upon a minor when and to the extent it is necessary and appropriate 
to maintain discipline or promote the welfare o f the minor.
C-16.1 When it is necessary for the teacher to be absent from normal teaching 
duties to participate in parent conferences or meetings with other 
appropriate agencies, or to consult with an attorney regarding defense of 
assault changes when it  cannot be done outside the teaching day, as a 
result of or arising out of the application of physical force as set forth in 
C-16, and provided that such absence is necessitated as a result of 
performing his/her duties, and not caused by his/her own negligence, the 
teacher shall not suffer a loss o f pay for the period o f such absence, on 
account of such absence.
C-16.2 The Board may reimburse a teacher for the cost in excess of insurance 
benefits received for medical, surgical, or hospital services incurred as a 
direct result o f injury sustained in the course of his employment, if  
recommended by the Superintendent, but may not reimburse for 
consequential damages or fo r agcyavation o f pre-existing injuries and shall 
not exceed the amount o f his/her current salary.
C-16.3 Teachers shall make every attempt to report as soon as possible, but no 
later than the following morning, cases concerning C-l 6 to their principal, 
or in his/her absence, some other D istrict administrator.
C-17 LEGAL COUNSEL: The Board shall provide legal counsel o f its selection, i f
recommended by the Superintendent, to teachers in actions arising out of 
disciplinary action involving a pupil o f the School D istrict while in the proper 
discharge of duties within the scope o f his/her employment.
C-17.1 Teachers shall make every attempt to report as soon as possible, but no 
later than the following morning, cases of assault suffered by them in 
connection with their employment to the ir principal or in his/her absence 
some other D istrict administrator.
C-18 TRANSPORTATION OF STUDENTS: Teachers shall not be required to transport 
p ip ils to activities which take place away from the school building.
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SECTION D: EMPLOYMENT
D-l NON-DISCRIMINATION: The School Board and the Association reaffirm  that there 
shall be no discrimination against any employee because of race, age, marital status, 
creed, color, sex, national origin, or participation in any professional educational 
organization.
D-2 MEDICAL EXAMINATION: All instructional personnel must have a medical
examination, including a tuberculin test, at their own expense, prior to entering the 
employ o f the D istrict, and must fu lf il l any other health requirements imposed by 
the state. A tuberculin test is also required every three years thereafter.
D-2.1 A special health examination may be required whenever a physical or 
mental condition interferes, or appears likely to interfere, with the health 
and safety o f other employees or pupils or the educational process of 
pupils. The costs o f these special health exams shall be paid by the 
District.
PROBATION
D-3 Each year o f the firs t three years o f employment is considered a probationary year 
in the Boulder Valley Schools. During such three years, the teacher shall be given 
constructive leadership and guidance by the administrative and supervisory staff.
D-3.1 No later than April 15, the principal shall advise the probationary teacher 
o f his/her intent to recommend to the Board o f Education renewal or 
nonrenewal o f the teacher's contract.
D-3.2 A probationary teacher employed by the School D istrict on a fu ll-tim e 
basis shall be deemed to be re-employed for the succeeding academic year 
at the salary which he would be entitled to receive under the teachers' 
salary schedule unless the Board shall cause written notice to the contrary 
to be given to said teacher on or before May 15 o f the academic year 
during which said teacher is employed.
TENURE
D-4 The Board o f Education policy concerning employment, dismissal, termination, and 
non-renewals o f teachers shall be the Colorado Teacher Employment, Dismissal, and 
Tenure Act o f 1967 and subsequent revisions thereof.
EVALUATION
D-5 Consistent with the Colorado Certificated Personnel Performance Evaluation Act 
the purposes o f the evaluation shall be to serve as a basis for the improvement of 
instruction, to enhance the implementation o f prog-ams o f curriculum, to serve as a 
measurement o f the professional g-owth and development o f certificated personnel, 
and to evaluate the level o f performance o f certificated personel.
D-6 EVALUATOR
Teacher evaluations shall be the responsibility o f the principal/immediate supervisor 
or his/her designee. The teacher shall be informed in advance of the evaluation 
criteria, the process to be used and the forms to be completed.
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D-7 PROBATIONARY TEACHERS
D-7.1 Probationary teachers shall be evaluated each year. 
D-7.2 Observations
D-7.2.1 The teacher shall be observed on not less than two (2) separate 
occasions in the classroom during each o f the firs t and second 
nine-week cyading periods following the date of employment. 
One (I) o f the two (2) required observations during each g-ading 
period must be at least th irty  (30) minutes duration and with the 
prior knowledge o f the teacher.
D-7.3 Reports
D-7.3.1 The evaluator shall discuss proyess with each teacher and 
provide a written proyess report after the firs t full yad ing 
period following the day of employment.
D-7.3.2 The evaluator shall provide each teacher a written evaluation
report not later than two weeks after the end o f the second 
nine-week yading period.
D-7.0 Conferences
The evaluator will confer with each teacher a fter the firs t full yading 
period following the day o f employment and after the second week nine- 
week yading period.
D-8 TENURED TEACHERS
D-8.1 Tenured teachers shall be evaluated a minimum of once every three (3) 
years.
D-8.2 Observations
The teacher shall be observed on not less than two (2) separate occasions in 
the classroom by the evaluator, one o f which must be at least th irty  (30) 
minutes duration and with the prior knowledge of the teacher.
D-8.3 Report
The evaluator shall provide each teacher a written evaluation report no 
later than May I .
D-8.9 Conference
The evaluator will confer with each teacher at the time the written 
evaluation report is completed.
D-9 GENERAL PROVISIONS
D-9.1 Observations
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*D-9.I.I A ll observations will be conducted openly and with the 
knowledge o f the teacher being evaluated. An e ffo rt w ill be 
made to conduct these observations at different times during the 
instructional day.
D-9.2 Evaluation Report
D-9.2.1 The evaluation is intended to be an appraisal o f the teacher's 
performance including both strengths and weaknesses, where 
appropriate.
D-9.2.2 The classroom portion o f the evaluation report shall include 
specific comments that pertain to the observations made in the 
classroom. Positive suggestions for improvement shall be 
included, where needed.
D-9.2.3 No evaluation shall reflect negatively on a teacher because of a 
shortage o f books or materials or because o f loss of, or damage 
to, materials or equipment by students which develop outside the 
teacher's control or facilities that prevent the teacher from 
carrying on the proga m.
D-9.2.4 Any evaluation of extra duty assignments shall be separate and 
apart from the evaluation o f classroom teaching assignments.
*D-9.2.5 If the teacher disagrees with the evaluation report, he/she may
D-9.2.6
put his/her objections in writing within five (5) working days 
after receiving the final written evaluation report and have them 
attached to the evaluation report. I f  the evaluation report is 
being gieved, the five (5) working day time period shall not 
apply until the gievance has been resolved or withd-awn.
The evaluation report shall bea discussed and be signed by the 
evaluator and the teacher, both the evaluator and the teacher 
will receive a copy of the report.
D-9.2.7 A copy o f each teacher evaluation report will be reviewed by, 
and signed by a supervisor o f the evaluator, a co-y o f the report 
shall be filed in the teacher's d istrict personnel file .
D-9.2.8 The signature on the report of any person shall not be contrued 
to indicate ageement with the information contained in the 
report.
D-9.3 Conferences
Initial discussion o f the teacher evaluation reports shall be in private 
between the teacher and the evaluator. During this discussion, the teacher 
may ask for specifics and amplification concerning any evaluations made, 
and for suggestions on how to improve. The teacher shall have the ric fit to 
have an association representative or fellow teacher in attendance during a 
subsequent discussion i f  one is scheduled.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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D-IO REMEDIATION
•D-IO.I If the evaluator considers the alleged deficiencies to be such as to justify 
dismissal or non-renewal i f  not corrected or improved, the written 
evaluation report shall so state. As soon as possible, a conference will be 
scheduled with the teacher to discuss an improvement plan. The 
improvement plan should include, but not be lim ited to: performance 
expectations, strategies to assist improvement, and reasonable timelines. 
In addition, the evaluator will c la rify  the process for monitoring the 
teacher's prog-ess. In such cases, the teacher may request another 
written evaluation to be completed as soon as practicable.
♦D-10.2 If either the evaluator or teacher requests, assistance may also be 
provided by other teachers and/or professional personnel. The evaluator 
may select two or more persons, one of whom is mutually ag-eed upon by 
the teacher involved, to assist the teacher. Upon the selection, the 
parties involved will meet to discuss the nature o f the assistance to be 
provided and the appropriate timelines. Unless mutually ag-eed upon by 
the parties involved, individuals who provide this assistance will not be 
expected to provide evaluative data. The D istrict w ill provide reasonable 
release time necessary for such assistance subject to the approval of the 
Executive Director o f Human Resources.
D-l I APPEAL
A probationary teacher whose performance has been determined to be such as to 
justify dismissal or non-renewal by the principal may request a review o f the 
decision by the Superintendent or his/her designee. The decision of the 
Superintendent or his/her designee shall be final.
PUBLIC COMPLAINTS
D-l 2 In the event there are complaints against a teacher's performance and/or teaching 
materials, the teacher will be informed of such complaints, or charges, and will have 
the opportunity to respond before any action is taken.
D-l 2.1 When possible, conferences with teachers will be prearranged. During the 
conference, i f  the teacher feels he /she needs representation, the teacher 
may request that the conference be adjourned until representation can be 
secured.
D - l3 No teacher shall be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in compensation, suspended, 
or adversely evaluated without just cause. In cases o f transfer or termination the 
Colorado Tenure Act will apply.
D - l1! TRANSFER: A "transfer" shall mean the movement o f an employee from one
building to another.
D-l 5 INITIATION AND APPROVAL OF TRANSFERS: A transfer may be requested by a 
teacher, a teacher's supervisor or by the Superintendent or his/her desigiee.
D-l 5.1 The voluntary transfer o f teachers during their probationary period will be 
discouraged.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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D—15.2 Final determination o f assignments shall be made by the Superintendent
o f Schools throuc^i his designated representative.
*D - I6 NOTIFICATION OF VACANCIES: A list o f all vacancies by position and school, 
including those filled by temporary teachers, shall be compiled by the Executive 
Director o f Human Resources and posted at least bi-monthly in all schools from 
April 15th to June 1st. From June 1st until July 15th, a list o f current vacancies 
shall be posted weekly in the Human Resources Division. Under normal 
circumstances, employee initiated transfers will not be permitted after August 1st 
o f each year.
D -I6.I When practicable, the postingfs) will reflect specific requirements, 
qualifications, duties and responsibilities.
D-16.2 Teachers who have voluntarily reduced to less than a 100% contract may 
request consideration for a 100% assignment by giving written notice to 
the Human Resources Division by April 15.
*D -I7  FILLING VACANCIES: In considering teachers for transfer to a vacant position, the 
appropriate administrator will consider the following:
a. Credentials held by applicants including academic preparation, 
experience, training, and work record.
b. Input from department or cyade level teachers who w ill work with the 
teacher.
c. Skills desired for the position.
When there is more than one applicant for the position in question and all o f the 
above criteria are essentially equal, p rio rity  shall be given to the applicant with the 
most seniority in the District.
D-18 VOLUNTARY TRANSFERS: Members o f Unit B may make application to the
Executive Director o f Human Resources for transfer to another position when a 
vacancy is posted. The employee shall provide the current principal with a copy of 
the application. Such request should include the reason(s) for making it .  When 
unique needs or unusual circumstances would seem to require it, a member o f Unit B 
may apply directly to the Executive Director o f Human Resources for special 
transfer considerations, even when specific openings are not available or posted.
D-18.1 Written requests for transfer shall be filed in the Human Resources 
Division by the date specified on the notification o f vacancies posted in 
the schools and/or the Human Resources Division. The Human Resources 
Division will acknowledge receipt o f all requests and will inform each 
applicant in writing o f the disposition o f the request as soon as i t  is 
practicable. I f  the teacher wishes to know the status of his or her 
application, the information shall be provided ipon request by the 
teacher. The employee may also request an interview with the principal or 
Executive Director o f Human Resources for an explanation o f the 
reasonCs) for not being transferred as requested.
D-18.2 The Human Resources Division w ill send a list o f employees requesting 
transfers to posted vacancies to those building principals where such 
vacancies exist.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
D-19 ADMINISTRATIVE TRANSFERS: A member o f Unit B may be transferred ipon the 
recommendation o f the Superintendent o f the School D istrict from one school 
position or grade level to another within the School D istrict i f  such transfer does not 
result in the assignment o f the employee to a position of employment for which 
he/she is not qualified by virtue o f academic preparation and certification.
D-I9.I When a teacher is being considered for administrative transfer, the 
teacher will be so notified and be informed o f the reason(s) for such 
contemplated action and the factual support for the reason(s). The 
teacher may meet with the administrator considering the transfer to 
review the contemplated action. The reasons for the action, the factual 
support and the administrator's recommendation will be stated in writing.
D-19.2 The teacher may request that the Superintendent review the 
recommendation by giving written notice to the Superintendent within 
seven (7) days after receipt o f the administrator's recommendation.
Upon receipt o f a request for review, the Superintendent and a 
representative o f the Association will meet with the teacher and the 
administrator involved to review the situation. The Superintendent will 
consider the concerns of all parties and make a final decision regarding 
the transfer.
D-19.3 Teachers being considered for administrative transfer effective with the 
beginning of an academic year will be notified o f such action and the 
reasons therefore by April 15. Where unforeseen circumstances warrant 
transfer at another time, the teacher will be so advised promptly after 
the administrator makes the in titia l decision to consider transfer.
D-20 REDUCTION IN BUILDING STAFF: When i t  becomes necessary to transfer
employees between schools because of an over-teachered situation, the immediate 
administrator o f the school shall decide in which g-ade level or subject area the 
over-teachered conditions exist. A fte r the conditions o f the Colorado Tenure Act 
have been met, seniority in the D istrict w ill govern the administrator's 
determination o f the teacher(s) to be retained in the building provided, however, the 
teacher(s) has/have the qualifications necessary to maintain the building's programs.
When seniority considerations and/or qualifications for the academic or other 
educationally related prog-ams are questioned, the procedure outlined in D-22 shall 
apply.
D-20.1 An employee may volunteer to be displaced from an over-teachered 
school and be assigned to a school which has need for the employee's 
services, provided such voluntary displacement involves the concurrence 
o f the employee, the current principal, and the receiving principal and 
may be effected even though a regular transfer request has not been 
submitted.
D-20.2 Each teacher sitoject to layoff under building s ta ff reductions will be 
transferred to another program or position for which qualified i f  there is a 
vacancy. If no vacancy exists, the provisions o f D-21 shall govern.
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D-21 REDUCTION IN FORCE: When it  becomes necessary for the Board o f Education to 
reduce the professional s ta ff in Unit B, the Board o f Education shall notify the 
Association o f the intended reductions and the reasons therefore. As soon as 
practical after such notification, representatives of the Board and the Association 
shall meet to discuss the proposed reduction in force.
D-21.1 Announcement o f the probable number o f elementary and secondary 
personnel to be affected by the contemplated reduction in force w ill be 
made no later than March 15 o f the school year. Announcement o f the 
classifications and probable numbers to be affected will be made no later 
than May 15 o f the school year. Notification o f specific personnel 
affected by the reduction in force will contain the reason(s) for such 
reduction and will be made as soon as possible.
D-21.2 If the Board votes to reduce the number o f certificated personnel, a fter
consideration of A ffirm ative Action guidelines, the provisions o f the 
Colorado Teachers Employment, Dismissal, and Tenure Act, and 
qualifications, reduction in force will occur in the following order:
(a) normal a ttrition  (retirements and resignations)
(b) volunteers to take a leave o f absence
(c) termination of non-tenure personnel with strong consideration given 
to the inverse order o f seniority
(d) termination o f tenure personnel as outlined in D-21.3
*D-21.3 The following procedure will apply for the reduction of tenured personnel:
(a) tenured teachers with the least seniority in the classification 
affected will be the firs t to be removed,
(b) a tenured teacher removed under (a) will displace the teacher with 
the least seniority in a similar job classification within the D istrict.
(c) a tenured teacher who cannot displace another teacher in a similar 
job classification because he/she does not have sufficient seniority 
will displace the teacher with the least seniority within the D istrict 
whose assignment he/she is qualified to perform, and
(d) a tenured teacher displaced by another teacher under this procedure 
shall follow the same procedure in displacing another teacher.
D-21.4 Reduction in force personnel who wish to be considered for reemployment 
will provide written notification to the Executive Director o f Human 
Resources which will include area(s) o f qualification, position desired, 
address, and telephone number. Such information must be kept current by 
the individuals so affected. When position vacancies occur for which 
these individuals have the required qualifications, they will be notified 
and offered contracts, with strong consideration given to seniority.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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D-2I.4.I A tenured teacher reduced in section D-21.3 who can become 
qualified for a vacancy which is identified prior to June I, 
shall be given prio rity  over a new hire in filling  such vacancy 
provided he/she becomes qualified for the position on or 
before August 15 prior to the ensuing school year. The 
teacher will submit a le tter o f intent stating his/her plan, 
including timelines, for becoming qualified in the identified 
area(s). It is understood that g>on completion o f the 
qualification requirements a contract will be offered to the 
teacher for the ensuing school year. Tuition reimbursement 
provisions (E-48) w ill apply.
*D-2I.5 Personnel who are offered reemployment under these circumstances will 
have fourteen (14) calendar days from date o f notification to accept or 
reject the offer. Personnel will fo rfe it their recall rights for 
reemployment i f  the offer of reemployment is rejected or i f  they fail to 
respond within fourteen (14) calendar days.
D-21.6 Reduction in force personnel will retain accumulated leave status 
(providing reimbursement for accumulated leave has not been made), 
position on the salary schedule, tenure status, and shall also have the 
option to maintain medical and life  insurance at their own expense for a 
period not to exceed two years.
D-21.7 No new certificated personnel will be hired for a period of two years 
unless all teachers dismissed due to a reduction in force have been given 
the opportunity to f ill openings for which they have the necessary 
qualifications.
D-21.8 For two years after being laid o ff teachers who have been laid o ff  will be 
given priority in substitute assigiments for positions for which they are 
qualified, except where a specific substitute is requested by the classroom 
teacher or administration. The sole remedy for a failure to call a teacher 
for a substitute assignment shall be the ganting o f an alternate 
assignment when it  becomes available.
D-22 QUALIFICATIONS: In the exercise of seniority in a reduction of building s ta ff or a 
reduction in force, the employee must have the qualifications necessary to perform 
the assignment involved. Qualifications shall include certification by the Colorado 
Department o f Education and/or endorsement by the North Central Association or 
equivalent, and specific job qualifications and training where they are established 
prerequisites o f the D istrict. In cases when seniority considerations or an employee's 
qualifications, personal, or professional, are questioned, representatives of the 
Association and the employee concerned shall meet with the appropriate D istrict 
administrator and the Executive Director of Human Resources to discuss the 
question. The employee will be subsequently notified o f the decision by the 
Executive Director o f Human Resources.
D-23 RESIGNATION AND REEMPLOYMENT: An employee who resigis from the Boulder 
Valley Schools and later applies for a new appointment may count previous Boulder 
Valley experience at the rate o f local credit, with the lim itation that for each year of 
absence from Boulder Valley Schools, the person loses one year o f local credit. The 
years of local credit that are subtracted may be added to experience outside o f the 
District to the maximum of outside experience allowed (five years).
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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D-24 SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS: A list o f qualified substitute teachers shall be available 
at all times during the school year and shall be provided to the building principal for 
his/her and faculty use. Teachers may recommend to the Human Resources 
Division, from the approved list, the name o f a specific substitute as a replacement 
during their absence. I f  that substitute is available, the Human Resources Division 
will honor that request.
D-25 STUDENT TEACHERS: A fte r consultation with the principal, a teacher may refuse 
the assicyiment o f a student-teacher if, in the teacher's judgment, his classes will 
suffer from having a student teacher.
D-26 ADMINISTRATIVE POSITIONS: Building faculty shall be included in the selection of 
building administrators as prescribed in Board policy.
D-2S.I Lateral transfer o f building administrators is exempt from this provision, 
however, committee recommendations are advisable.
D-27 LEARNING MATERIALS: Learning materials that require Board approval shall be 
evaluated by a committee prior to adoption. The number o f persons on the 
committee shall be determined by the Deputy Superintendent. A t least two-thirds 
o f the members shall be classroom teachers in the appropriate subject areas. The 
remaining members may be appointed by the Deputy Superintendent.
D-27.1 Reference and supplementary materials may also be evaluated by a 
committee i f  the Deputy Superintendent determines it is advisable.
D-27.2 The Board may accept or reject the learning materials selected by the
evaluation committees or ask for further recommendations.
D-28 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: The Board o f Education and the Association ag-ee 
to a continuation and an expansion o f the present policy o f involving teachers in 
curriculum development.
D-28.1 Released time and/or payment for such work shall be provided at the 
Curriculum Development rate.
D-28.2 New programs and curricular changes will be preceded by appropriate in-
service education o f teachers. Materials and equipment to support such 
programs will be provided before the new program is scheduled to begin.
D-29 PERFORMANCE CONTRACTING: The Board o f Education ayees that no
organization will be employed to provide any student instruction which would result 
in the dismissal o f any teacher now employed.
D-30 SALARY NOTIFICATION AND CHANGES: The Human Resources Division will 
provide all Unit B employees with a checklist o f any items needed for their 
personnel file . This list will be initialed by a personnel clerk as each item is 
received. An incomplete checklist w ill constitute a reason for withholding a 
paycheck.
D-30.1 If  any employee has not been notified as provided in D-30, the employee
shall receive a paycheck as soon as practicable.
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D-30.2 Each Unit B employee shall receive a le tter or other written notification 
prior to a salary change explaining how the salary under each new 
contract or column change is to be computed; such le tter or other written 
notification to be in the hands o f the teacher at least one week prior to 
the effective pay date.
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SECTION E: COMPENSATION
*E-I COMPENSATION RATE: A ll Unit B employees for whom a special 
schedule is not Included herein shall have their salary determined from 
the teachers' salary schedule. The salary provided in the index 
appropriate for education and experience shall be for the 184 day 
contract (C-3). Each day o f work in excess of the 184 days shall be 
compensated at 1/184 o f the annual salary (provided for the 184 days) 
per day. Hourly rate shall be compensated at the daily rate divided by 
7 except as otherwise established in this Ayeement.
*E -I.I Effective January I, 1987, the base salary shall be $1 8,310.
*E-I.2 Effective September I, 1987, individuals on the Teacher 
Outside Experience salary schedule (E—13) w ill be placed on 
the appropriate step on the Teacher Salary Schedule (E-12) 
and individuals on the Counselor's Outside Experience salary 
schedule (E—15) will be placed on the appropriate step on the 
Counselor Salary Schedule (E-14).
STIPENDS
E-2 MILEAGE: Effective January I, 1987, employees required to use their 
own automobile, as discussed in Section C—13.1, shall be reimbursed at 
the rate o f 271 per mile.
E-3 CLASSROOM VACANCIES: Assignment to classroom vacancies as
discussed in Section C-14 shall be compensated at the rate of $8.50 
per hour or major fraction o f an hour.
E-4 CREDIT HOURS: Credit for training as shown on the salary schedules 
in this Ayeement is based on semester hours.
E-5 ELEMENTARY CONTENT AREA REPRESENTATIVE COUNCIL: Each 
member o f the Elementary Content Area Representative Council shall 
be paid $150 per contract year for regular attendance at council 
meetings and fu lfilling  the responsibilities o f council representatives.
E-6 CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT: Effective January I, 1987, salary is 
determined on the basis o f an hourly rate of $1 1.75 per hour.
E-7 INSERVICE EDUCATION RATE: Effective January I, 1987, salary is 
determined on the basis of an hourly rate o f $1 1.75 per hour.
E-8 SPECIAL EDUCATION STIPENDS: Teachers o f self-contained
educationally handicapped classes and self-contained educable 
mentally handicapped classes including resource rooms shall be paid 
$300 per contract year in addition to their salary as determined by the 
regular salary schedule.
‘ Identifies new or revised lanyiage.
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E-9 CAREER STIPENDS: Unit B employees' length of service will qualify 
them for a career stipend as shown on their respective salary 
schedules, provided they are on the B+48/M column or above.
E-IO LIBRARIANS: School librarians shall work a contract year of 184 
days. In addition, each librarian may be g-anted 145 to four additional 
days to be arranged by the principal in cooperation with the librarian 
and with the approval o f the appropriate D istrict administrator.
E-l I COUNSELORS: Counselors who are fu ll-tim e employees and are
assigned to counseling f if ty  percent or more of their time shall work 
the counselors' work year and work day and be paid on the counselor 
salary schedule. Full-time employees whose counseling assignment is 
less than f if ty  percent shall have their work year, work day, and salary 
prorated for actual counseling and teaching time.
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*E-12
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE 
January I, 1987
3+48
Year B B+l 2 3+24 B+36 or M M+l 2 M+24 M+36 M+48 D
' 1.00018,310
1.020
18,676
1.040
19,042
1.060
19,409
1.080
19,775
1.100
20,141
1.120
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.160
21,240
1.160
21,240
2 1.060
19,409
1.080
19,775
1.100
20,141
1.120
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.200
21,972
1.220
22,338
1.220
22,338
3 1.120
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.200
21,972
1.220
22,338
1.240
22,704
1.260
23,071
1.280
23,437
1.280
23,437
4 1.178
21,569
1.196
21,899
1.226
22,448
1.264
23,144
1.323
24,224
1.351
24,737
1.380
25,268
1.409
25,799
1.439
26,348
1.506
27,575
5 1.274
23,327
1.293
23,675
1.323
24,224
1.361
24,920
1.419
25,982
1.448
26,513
1.476
27,026
1.506
27,575
1.536
28,124
1.602
29,333
6 1.351
24,737
1.371
25,103
1.400
25,634
1.438
26,330
1.496
27,392
1.525
27,923
1.554
28,454
1.583
28,985
1.613
29,534
1.680
30,761
7 1.410
25,817
1.429
26,165
1.459
26,714
1.498
27,428
1.556
28,490
1.586
29,040
1.615
29,571
1.644
30,102
1.674
30,651
1.742
31,896
8 1.450
26,550
1.468
26,879
1.498
27,428
1.537
28,142
1.596
29,223
1.625
29,754
1.654
30,285
1.684
30,834
1.714
31,383
1.781
32,610
9 1.510
27,648
1.537
28,142
1.576
28,857
1.635
29,937
1.664
30,468
1.693
30,999
1.723
31,548
1.753
32,097
1.821
33,343
10 1.576
28,857
1.615
29,571
1.674
30,651
1.703
31,182
1.733
31,731
1.762
32,262
1.792
32,812
1.860
34,057
1 1 1.620
29,662
1.654
30,285
1.714
31,383
1.742
31,896
1.772
32,445
1.800
32,958
1.830
33,507
1.899
34,771
12 1.700
31,127
1.752
32,079
1.781
32,610
1.81 1 
33,159
1.840
33,690
1.870
34,240
1.938
35,485
13 1.800
32,958
1.821
33,343
1.850
33,874
1.879
34,404
1.909
34,954
1.977
36,199
14 1.840
33,690
1.870
34,240
1.889
34,588
1.918 
35,119
1.948
35,668
2.016
36,913
15 1.910
34,972
1.940
35,521
1.958
35,851
1.988
36,400
2.055
37,627
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*E-I 2
TEACHER SALARY SCHEDULE
January I,  1987
3+48
Year B B+l 2 3+24 B+36 or M M+12 M+24 M+36 M+48 D
16 1.980
36,254
2.010
36,803
2.040
37,352
2.1 10 
38,634
17 2.050
37,536
2.080
38,085
2.150
39,367
18
34,290 35,572 36,854
2.120
38,817
2.190
40,099
19
33,136
2.230
40,831
20
39,417
21
34,890 36,172 37,454 41,431
22
38,736
23
40,017
24
35,490 36,772 38,054 42,031
26
40,61 7
27
42,631
* E -I2 .I Guidelines fo r Outside Experience: Teaching experience in regular accredited public schools, state 
approved or recognized or accredited private K-12 schools, public or p riva te  junior colleges, 
colleges, universities and vocational-technical schools w ill count as cred it on the teacher salary 
schedule on the basis o f a one ( I)  year advancement on the schedule for each year o f outside 
experience to  a maximum o f five  (5) years. This provision is e ffe c tive  September I, 1937.
*£-12.2 Partial years o f n inety (90) or nore teaching days o f such experience shall be counted as fu ll years 
o f experience in giving outside experience cred it.
•Identifies new or revised language.
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*E-I 3
TEACHER OUTSIDE EXPERIENCE 
January I, 1987
Years
Year O ut- B+48
in 3V side B B+l 2 B+24 B+36 or M M+12 M+24 M+36 M+48 D
1st ' 1.04019,042
1.060 
1 9,409
1.080 
19,775
1.100
20,141
1.120
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.200
21,972
1.200
21,972
2 1.080
19,775
1.100
20,141
1.120
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.200
21,972
1.220
22,338
1.240
22,704
1.240
22,704
3 1.120
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.170
21,423
1.210
22,155
1.270
23,254
1.300
23,803
1.320 
24,169
1.360
24,902
1.400
25,634
1.460
26,733
4 1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.210
22,155
1.250
22,888
1.310
23,986
1.340
24,535
1.370
25,085
1.400
25,634
1.430
26,183
1.500
27,465
5 1.200
21,972
1.220
22,338
1.250
22,888
1.290
23,620
1.350
24,719
1.380
25,268
1.410
25,817
1.440
26,366
1.470
26,916
1.540 
28,197
2nd 1 1.100
20,141
l . l  20 
20,507
1.140
20,873
1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.200
21,972
1.220
22,338
1.240
22,704
1.260
23,071
1.260
23,071
2 1.160
21,240
1.180
21,606
1.210
22,155
1.250
22,888
1.310
23,986
1.340
24,535
1.370
25,085
1.400
25,634
1.430
26,183
1.500
27,465
3 1.220
22,338
1.240
22,704
1.270
23,254
1.310
23,986
1.370
25,085
1.400
25,634
1.430
26,183
1.460
26,733
1.490
27,282
1.560
28,564
4 1.260
23,071
1.280
23,437
1.310
23,986
1.350
24,719
1.410
25,817
1.440
26,366
1.470
26,916
1.500
27,465
1.530
28,014
1.600
29,296
5 1.300
23,803
1.320
24,169
1.350
24,719
1.390
25,451
1.450
26,550
1.480
27,099
1.510
27,648
1.540
28,197
1.570
28,747
1.640
30,028
3rd 1 1.170
21,423
1.190
21,789
1.220
22,338
1.260
23,071
1.320 
24,169
1.350
24,719
1.380
25,268
1.400
25,634
1.420
26,000
1.500
27,465
2 1.260
23,071
1.280
23,437
1.310
23,986
1.350
24,719
1.410
25,817
1.440
26,366
1.470
26,916
1.500
27,465
1.530
28,014
1.600
29,296
3 1.320
24,159
1.340
24,535
1.370
25,085
1.410
25,817
1.470
26,916
1.500
27,465
1.530
28,014
1.560
28,564
1.590 
29,113
1.660
30,395
4 1.360
24,902
1.380
25,268
1.410
25,817
1.450
26,550
1.510
27,648
1.540
28,197
1.570
28,747
1.600
29,296
1.630
29,845
1.700
31,127
5 1.400 
25,534
1.420
26,000
1.450
26,550
1.490
27,282
1.550
28,381
1.580
28,930
1.510
29,479
1.640
30,028
1.670
30,578
1.740
31,859
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*E -I3 .I Guidelines fo r Outside Experience: Teaching experience in regular accredited public schools, state 
approved or recognized or accredited private K—12 schools, public or p riva te  junior colleges, 
colleges, universities and vocational-technical schools w ill count as cred it on the Outside Experience 
Schedule to a maximum o f five  years fo r new personnel employed at or a fte r the beginning o f 
1974-75 school year. This provision is in e ffe c t throuc^i Augjst 31, 1987.
E-13.2 Partial years o f n inety (90) or more teaching days o f such experience shall be counted as fu ll years 
o f experience in giving outside experience cred it.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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•E-14
COUNSELOR SALARY SCHEDULE 
January I, 1987
{ Counselors salary shall be determined from the teacher salary base.
Salary schedule fo r counselors w ith  no outside experience, or more than three years in Boulder Valley.
Year M M+l 2 M+24 M+36 M+48 D
1st 1.230 1.250 1.270 1.290 1.310 1.310
2nd 1.290 1.310 1.340 1.360 1.380 1.380
3rd 1.360 1.380 1.400 1.420 1.440 1.440
4th 1.487 1.517 1.548 1.578 1.608 1.681
5th 1.589 1.620 1.649 1.681 1.711 1.783
6th 1.671 1.701 1.732 1.763 1.793 1.866
7th 1.734 1.765 1.797 1.827 1.857 1.931
8th 1.776 1.806 1.838 1.869 1.899 1.973
9th 1.817 1.849 1.879 1.910 1.940 2.014
10th 1.858 1.890 1.921 1.951 1.981 2.055
1 Ith 1.901 1.931 1.962 1.993 2.023 2.097
12th 1.942 1.973 2.003 2.035 2.065 2.139
13th 1.993 2.014 2.046 2.077 2.107 2.180
14th 2.033 2.067 2.087 2.1 18 2.148 2.222
15th 2.107 2.141 2.159 2.189 2.263
16th 2.181 2.215 2.245 2.321
17th 2.255 2.285 2.361
18th 37,824 39,179 40,534 2.325 2.401
19th 41,889 2.441
20th 43,171
21st 38,424 39,779 41,134 45,295
22nd 42,489
23rd 43,771
24th 39,024 40,379 41,734 45,895
25th 43,089
26th 44,371
27th 46,495
Each day o f work in excess o f the 194 days shall be compensated at I / 194 o f the annual salary (provided fo r 
the 194 days) per day. Hourly ra te  shall be the daily ra te  divided by 8 except as otherwise established in the 
Ag-eement.
Counselor's Index; 1.06 x (teacher's index + 0.08) figured to the nearest I / 1000.
Length o f Assignment: 190 days plus 4 days in-service 
Length o f Day: 8 hours
•Identifies new or revised language.
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E-l 5
COUNSELOR'S OUTSIDE EXPERIENCE 
January I, 1987
FOR: Counselors with 
Valley.
experience outside the D is tric t and fewer than three years experience
Year Years 
in BV Outside M M+l 2 M+24 M+36 M+48 D
1st 1 1.272 1.293 1.314 1.336 1.357 1.357
2 1.314 1.336 1.357 1.378 1.399 1.399
3 1.431 1.463 1.484 1.526 1.568 1.632
4 1.473 1.505 1.537 1.569 1.601 1.675
5 1.516 1.548 1.579 1.61 1 1.643 1.717
2nd 1 1.336 1.357 1.378 1.399 1.420 1.420
2 1.473 1.505 1.537 1.569 1.601 1.675
3 1.537 1.569 1.601 1.632 1.663 1.738
4 1.579 1.61 1 1.643 1.675 1.707 1.781
5 1.622 1.654 1.685 1.717 1.749 1.823
3rd 1 1.484 1.516 1.548 1.569 1.590 1.675
2 1.579 1.611 1.643 1.675 1.707 1.781
3 1.643 1.675 1.707 1.738 1.769 1.844
4 1.685 1.717 1.749 1.781 1.813 1.887
5 1.728 1.760 1.791 1.823 1.855 1.929
Length o f Assignment: I 90 days plus 4 days in-service.
in Boulde.
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*E -I6
READING SPECIALISTS SCHEDULE 
January I, 1987
Year M M+l 2 M+24 M+36 M+48
1 1.270 1.290 1.310 1.330 1.350
2 1.330 1.350 1.380 1.400 1.420
3 1.400 1.420 1.440 1.460 1.480
4 1.540 1.570 1.600 1.640 1.680
5 1.650 1.680 1.710 1.740 1.770
6 1.730 1.760 1.790 1.820 1.850
7 1.770 1.800 1.830 1.860 1.890
8 1.810 1.840 1.870 1.900 1.930
9 1.850 1.880 1.910 1.950 1.990
10 1.890 1.930 1.960 1.990 2.020
1 1 1.940 1.970 2.000 2.030 2.060
12 1.980 2.010 2.040 2.070 2.100
13 2.020 2.050 2.080 2.110 2.140
14 2.060 2.090 2.120 2.150 2.180
15 2.130 2.160 2.190 2.220
16 2.200 2.230 2.260
17 2.270 2.300
18 38,319 39,600 40,882 2.340
19 42,164
20 43,445
21 38,919 40,200 41,482
22 42,764
23 44,045
24 39,519 40,800 42,082
25 43,364
26 44,645
27
189 days 
8 h<xrs per day
•Identifies new or revised language.
1.350
1.420 
1.480 
1.740 
1.840 
1.930 
1.970 
2.010 
2.050 
2.090 
2.130 
2.170 
2.220 
2.260 
2.300 
2.340 
2.380
2.420 
2.460
45,643
46,243
46,843
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PSYCHOLOGISTS
AND
SOCIAL WORKERS 
January I, 1987
SC
*E - I7
or
Year M M+12 M+24 M+36 M+48 D
1 1.28 1.31 1.34 1.37 1.42 1.47
2 1.34 1.37 1.40 1.43 1.48 1.53
3 1.40 1.43 1.46 1.49 1.54 1.59
1.57 1.60 1.63 1.66 1.71 1.76
5 1.67 1.70 1.73 1.76 1.81 1.86
6 1.75 1.78 1.81 1.84 1.89 1.94
7 1.79 1.82 1.85 1.88 1.93 1.98
8 1.83 1.86 1.89 1.92 1.97 2.02
9 1.87 1.90 1.93 1.96 2.01 2.06
10 1.90 1.93 1.96 1.99 2.04 2.09
11 1.93 1.96 1.99 2.02 2.07 2.12
12 1.96 1.99 2.02 2.05 2.10 2.15
13 1.99 2.02 2.05 2.08 2.13 2.18
14 2.03 2.05 2.08 2.11 2.16 2.21
15 2.08 2.11 2.14 2.19 2.24
16 2.14 2.17 2.22 2.27
17 2.20 2.25 2.30
18 37,769 38,685 39,783 2.28 2.33
19 40,882 2.36
20 42,347
21 38,369 39,285 40,383 43,812
22 41,482
23 42,947
24 38,969 39,885 40,983 44,412
25 42,082
26 43,547
27 45,012
Length o f Assignment: 180 days plus 4 days in-service 
Length o f Day: 8 hours
E -I7 .I Guidelines fo r Outside Experience: Outside experience to a maximum o f five  years 
fo r new personnel w ill be gan ted  under the fo llow ing guidelines:
1. Job related non-teaching experience must post date an MSW degree or M A 
deg-ee in Psychology.
2. Experience must result from paid employment.
3. Experience must include K—12 school employment, and/or state, agency, or 
p rivate c lin ic  or hospital employment w ith  responsibilities involving K—12 age 
students.
E—17.2 Partial years o f n inety (90) or more teaching days o f such experience or six (6) 
months or more o f job re la ted non-teaching experience shall be counted as a fu ll 
year o f experience in giving outside experience cred it.
Identifies new or revised language.
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EXTRA PAY FOR EXTRA DUTY 
January I, 1987
E—18 Extra pay for extra duties and responsibilities shall be provided in accordance with 
the extra pay for extra d ity  schedule providing that such duties and responsibilities 
are in addition to a full teaching assignment. Teachers with released time or class 
time to assume assigned responsibilities will not be entitled to extra duty pay. 
Certification o f teachers contracted for extra duty shall be by the building principal 
and the appropriate D istrict administrator. Extra pay is determined by the extra 
duty assignment and the years o f service in the assignment.
E-I8.I The minimum extra pay allowance (step I) for extra duty is computed by 
multiplying the stated percentage by the base salary. Steps two throu^i 
eight are computed by multiplying the stated percentage by the dollar 
amounts in steps two throucfn eight in the BA column o f the teachers salary 
schedule. The eight steps are experience steps.
E—18.2 Teachers newly appointed to an extra duty assignment shall be placed on
step one. Teachers already employed in an extra duty assignment will be 
placed on the appropriate experience step. Experience in another extra 
pay assignment or in another school d istrict does not apply.
E-18.3 Extra pay fo r extra duty may, under certain circumstances, be prorated 
between s ta ff members. Approval fo r such pro-rata payment must be 
made in advance and in writing to the Division o f Instruction. Under no 
circumstances will a pro-ration o f less than .01 be permitted.
JOB TITLE
LENGTH OF 
ASSIGNMENT INDEX
Senior High Athletics 
Head Football Coach Per Season .1103
Head Basketball Coach Per Season .1103
Head Track Coach Per Season .0840
Head Wrestling Coach Per Season .0840
Head Baseball Coach Per Season .0814
Head Ski Coach Per Season .0814
Head Soccer Coach Per Season .0814
Assistant Football Coach Per Season .0735
Assistant Basketball Coach Per Season .0735
Head Gymnastics Coach Per Season .0735
Head Swimming Coach Per Season .0709
Head Volleyball Coach Per Season .0709
Head Softball Coach Per Season .0709
Assistant Wrestling Coach Per Season .0630
Assistant Baseball Coach Per Season .0630
Assistant Track Coach Per Season .0630
Assistant Ski Coach Per Season .0630
Assistant Soccer Coach Per Season .0630
Head Cross Country Coach Per Season .0630
Head Tennis Coach Per Season .0630
Head Golf Coach Per Season .0630
Assistant Volleyball Coach Per Season .0525
Assistant Gymnastics Coach Per Season .0473
Assistant Cross Country Coach Per Season .0394
34
Senior Hicfr Activities
Yearbook Sponsor School Time .0420
Schools with enrollment over 1000 A fter School .0998
Newspaper Sponsor
Minimum 8 issues (or equivalent) School Time .0158
A fter School .0263
Minimum 16 issues (or equivalent) School Time .0263
A fter School .0473
Minimum 24 issues (or equivalent) School Time .0368
A fter School .0683
Minimum 32 issues (or equivalent) School Time .0473
After School .0893
Yearbook Sponsor School Time .0263
Schools with enrollment less A fter School .0683
than 1000
Choir Director .0683
Director o f Musical .0683
Band Director Per Year .0578
Forensics Director -  1 1 or more meets Per Year .0578
Forensics Director -  6-10 meets .0420
Pep Club and Cheerleader sponsor .0525
Director o f Full-length Play .0525
Student Council Sponsor w/o released time .0473
Secondary AV Director w/o released time .0473
VICA, PBL, FBLA, FHA, DECA, HERO 40 hours .0473
Sponsors non-school time
Radio Sponsor Minimum 30 procyams .0473
Thespian Sponsor .0473
Marching Band Director Minimum 5 public .0315
Orchestra Director
performances
.0420
Stage Technical Assistant 40 hours .0315
non-school time
Student A ctiv ity  Director Per Year .0315
National Honor Society Sponsor 40 hours .0315
Assistant Band Director
non-school time 
40 hours .0263
Assistant Choir Director
non-school time 
40 hours .0263
Senior Class Sponsor
non-school time
.0210
Junior Class Sponsor .0210
Sophomore Class Sponsor 3 year school .0158
Sophomore Class Sponsor 4 year school .0105
Freshman Class Sponsor 4 year school .0105
One-Act Play Director Per Play .0105
Assistant Full-Length Play Director/ .0105
Musical
Intra murals 40 hours .0263
Middle Level Athletics
Head Football Coach (8th & 9th grades) Per Season .0590
Head Basketball Coach (9th cyade) Per Season .0551
35
Head Track Coach (9th gade) Per Season .0551
Head V/rest ling Coach (9th gade) Per Season .0551
Head Baseball Coach (9th gade) Per Season .0551
Head Soccer Coach (9th gade) Per Season .0551
Head Volleyball Coach (9th g-ade) Per Season .0551
Head Field Hockey Coach (9th g-ade) Per Season .0551
Head Softball Coach (9th grade) Per Season .0551
Head Basketball Coach (8th g-ade) Per Season .0473
Head Track Coach (8th g-ade) Per Season .0473
Head Wrestling Coach (8th g-ade) Per Season .0473
Head Baseball Coach (8th g-ade) Per Season .0473
Head Soccer Coach (8th g-ade) Per Season .0473
Head Volleyball Coach (8th grade) Per Season .0473
Head Field Hockey Coach (8th g-ade) Per Season .0473
Head Softball Coach (8th gade) Per Season .0473
Assistant Coach Per Season .0315
Middle Level Activities
Band Director Minimum 50 hours 
non-school time
.0473
Choir Director Minimum 50 hrs. 
non-school time
.0473
FHA Sponsor (state affiliated) Minimum 40 hrs. 
non-school time
.0473
Director o f Full-length PI ay/Musical .0420
Orchestra Director Minimum 50 hrs. 
non-School Time
.0368
Newspaper Sponsor School Time .0158
A fter School .0315
Yearbook Sponsor School Time .0158
A fter School .0368
Student Council Sponsor School Time .0158
A fter School .0315
One-Act Play Director Per Play .0105
A.V. Director w/o released time .0368
Intramurals Per Season 
40 hr. prog-a m
.0289
Pep Club and Spirit Group Sponsor Per Year
May divide at 1 % each
.0210
Middle Level Intramural Director 40 hours 
non-school time
.0315
Assistant Director o f Full-Length Play/ 
Musical
.0105
Outdoor Education
Teachers responsible for the supervision of students in the D istrict Sixth 
Grade Residential Outdoor Education Prog-am and who remain overnight 
shall receive .003 o f the BA base salary per night. This amount shall be in 
addition to the teacher's regular pay and shall apply only to teachers 
designated by the building administrator.
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DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON
*E-I9 Chairpersons who do not receive released time as provided in C-10.3 may be
compensated as follows: if, in addition to the department chairperson there is one, 
two or three persons -  $400; four persons -  $450; five persons -  $500; six persons - 
$550; seven persons -  $600; eight persons -  $650; nine persons -  $700; ten persons -  
$750; eleven persons -  $800; twelve or more persons -  $850. ("Persons" means FTE 
or major fraction thereof.)
Team leaders will be compensated with a stipend of $750.
•Identifies new or revised language.
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QUALIFICATIONS AND REQUIREMENTS OF 
VOCATIONAL -  TECHNICAL CENTER TEACHERS
E-20 MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS: Instructors in Vocational and Technical Education 
must meet the requirements for a Vocational Credential for the particular fie ld of 
training as determined by the Colorado State Board for Community Colleges and 
Occupational Education.
E-20.1 Vocational-Technical Center instructors without a Bachelor's Deg-ee will 
be encouraged to work toward a Bachelor's Degree and complete all 
courses as required by the State Vocational Plan of the Colorado Board 
for Community Colleges and Occupational Education.
E-20.2 All Vocational-Technical instructors will be required to meet in-service 
training requirements and to complete the necessary studies to keep their 
credentials and/or teaching certificates in force.
E-20.3 SALARY REQUIREMENTS
1) A Vocational-Technical Center instructor will start at the index 
location on the Vocational-Technical Center salary schedule that 
corresponds with his/her level o f academic achievement and years 
o f teaching experience, plus additional index points for work 
experience. The Vocational-Technical Center instructor shall be 
given credit for outside teaching experience up throucfn five years.
2) Additional work days beyond the 180 day contract year for 
Vocational-Technical Center instructors and 190 day contract year 
for Vocational-Technical Center counselors shall be compensated on 
the basis o f their regular salary computed on a daily basis.
3) Instruction by a Vocational-Technical Center instructor in the Adult 
Education Prog-am, Summer School Prog-am or Curriculum work 
shall be compensated at the rates established in this Ag-eement for 
these prog-a ms.
0) Released time needed for Vocational-Technical Center instructors 
to  visit hicfi schools, vocational-technical schools, and businesses 
shall be approved within normal D istrict guidelines.
5) Department Chairmen in the Vocational-Technical Center w ill 
receive a yearly amount o f $125.00 for each fu ll-tim e teacher or 
fu ll-  time equivalent in the Department including the Chairman. 
The extra pay is to compensate for time required "outside" of 
regular school hours in carrying out responsibilities assigied by the 
Vocational-Technical Center Principal. A fu ll-tim e teacher or 
equivalent Is considered a teacher with a total o f six (6) periods of 
assigned classes daily.
6) The Vocational-Technical Center instructor will be compensated for 
his/her applicable work experience above the bachelor's degree or 
fo r a non-deg-ee instructor above two years o f work experience.
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♦VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SALAR Y SCHEDULE 
January I, 1987
Vocational-Technical salaries shall be determined from the Teacher's Salary base.
Yrs. VC VC+20 VC+40 V+60 V+80
VC+
100
VC+120 VC+B 
VC+B +12
, 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14
2 1.06 1.08 1.10 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20
3 1.12 1.14 1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26
4 1.19 1.21 1.23 1.25 1.27 1.29 1.31 1.33
5 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 1.40
6 1.33 1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47
7 1.40 1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54
8 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60
9 1.52 1.54 1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66
10 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72
1 1 1.65 1.67 1.69 1.71 1.73 1.75 1.77
12 1.71 1.73 1.75 1.77 1.79 1.81
13 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84
14 1.81 1.83 1.85 1.87
15 1.86 1.88 1.90
16 1.91 1.93
17
18
19
20 
21 
22
23
24
25
26 
27
VC+B
♦48
VC+B VC+B or VC+M VC+M VC+M VC+AA
VC+D♦24 ♦36 VC+M +12 ♦24 ♦36 ♦48
1.16 1.18 1.20 1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.28
1.22 1.24 1.26 1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.34
1.28 1.30 1.32 1.34 1.36 1.38 1.40 1.40
1.35 1.37 1.39 1.41 1.43 1.45 1.47 1.47
1.42 1.44 1.46 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54 1.54
1.49 1.51 1.53 1.55 1.57 1.59 1.61 1.61
1.56 1.58 1.60 1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.68
1.62 1.64 1.66 1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.74
1.68 1.70 1.72 1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.80
1.74 1.76 1.78 1.80 1.82 1.84 1.86 1.86
1.79 1.81 1.83 1.85 1.87 1.89 1.91 1.92
1.83 1.85 1.87 1.89 1.91 1.93 1.95 1.96
1.86 1.88 1.90 1.92 1.94 1.96 1.98 1.99
1.89 1.91 1.93 1.95 1.97 1.99 2.01 2.02
1.92 1.94 1.96 1.98 2.00 2.02 2.04 2.05
1.95 1.97 1.99 2.01 2.03 2.05 2.07 2.08
2.05 2.07 2.09 2.11 2.12
37,037 38,136 38,502 2.15 2.16
38,868
39,967
2.20
37,637 38,736 39,102
39,468
40,567
40,882
38,237 39,336 39,702 41,482
40,068
41,167
42,082
Work Year: 184 days
Related Work Experience: E ffec tive  January I, 1980, add .04 index points fo r  each year up to  six (6) years (maximum o f .24)
One year = 2000 hours.
E-20.it 7) Guidelines for outside experience. Teaching experience in regular 
accredited public schools, state approved or recognized or accredited 
private K—12 schools, public or private junior and community colleges, 
colleges, universities, vocational-technical schools, state approved 
post secondary vocational schools and proprietary schools that are 
approved by the State Board fo r Community Colleges and 
Occupational Education or the similar state agency i f  from outside 
Colorado, w ill count as credit on the Vo-Tech Salary Schedule to a 
maximum o f five years for new personnel employed on or a fte r the 
beginning o f the 1974-75 school year.
8) Partial years o f ninety (90) or more teaching days of such experience 
shall be counted as full years o f experience in giving outside 
experience.
GROUP INSURANCE
*E-21 HEALTH, HOSPITALIZATION AND LIFE INSURANCE: The Board o f Education 
will pay the employee premium for Health, Hospitalization and Life Insurance plans 
(in effect during 1987) in the amount o f $70.18 per month for the year 1987. In the 
event o f any increase in premium the D istrict will pay such additional premium 
only during I 987.
E-22 LONG-TERM DISABILITY INSURANCE: The Board o f Education shall pay the full 
premium for a Long-Term Disability Insurance plan at least comparable in benefits 
to the plan provided in 1979 and will continue such payment for the duration o f this 
Ag-eement.
*E-23 DENTAL INSURANCE: The Board o f Education shall provide a Dental Insurance 
plan at a maximum o f $14.63 per month per employee.
E-24 PLAN CONTENTS: The contents o f the Health, Hospitalization and Life, Long- 
Term Disability, and Dental plans shall be mutually agreed upon by the Association 
and the Board o f Education.
E-25 LIABILITY INSURANCE: A liab ility  insurance policy in the usual form shall be 
purchased by the Board o f Education. Employees o f the D istrict acting within the 
scope of their employment shall be named as insured parties under the policy. A 
copy o f this policy shall be provided to the Association.
E-26 INSURANCE COMMITTEE: During the term o f this Agreement either party may 
request up to two meetings per year to meet and confer regarding general 
contractual insurance matters. Additional meetings may be held upon mutual 
agreement o f the parties. Each party may appoint two representatives for these 
discussions. The D istrict Insurance Consultant may be requested to attend such 
meetings.
E-27 PERA AND WORKMEN'S COMPENSATION: PERA and Workmen's Compensation 
as established by the statutes o f the State o f Colorado shall be provided members 
o f Unit B by the Boulder Valley School D istrict.
‘ Identifies new or revised language.
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SICK LEAVE
E-28 Subject to the provisions hereinafter set forth, leave with pay will be granted all 
permanent employees who are not able to render service due to illness, 
quarantine, temporary disability, (including pregnancy, chilcbirth and recovery 
therefrom), serious illness or death in one's immediate family, for essential 
treatments, or examination for diacpostic purposes, when such treatment or 
examination cannot reasonably be made other than during the employee's work
day.
E-28.1 Sick leave for personnel who average four or more working hours per 
day will accrue on the following basis:
183 to 200 contract day employee -  10 days per year 
201 to 220 contract day employee -  11 days per year 
221 to 243 contract day employee -  12 days per year
E-28.I.I Sick leave will accrue without lim it. Sick leave will accrue 
on a proportional basis for part-tim e employees working less 
than a fu ll day and/or a full year.
E-28.1.2 Anyone on leave, without pay, will retain sick leave 
accumulated but will not accrue further sick leave until he 
returns to work at which time his sick leave will begin 
accruing on the firs t day o f the current month and accrue at 
the regular rate.
E-28.1.3 Accumulated sick leave earned while in the employ of former 
school districts now comprising Boulder Valley School 
D istrict No. Re 2, shall be retained by all employees who 
have continuously been employed by the Boulder Valley Re 2 
School D istrict.
E-28.2 An employee may be required to provide a statement of physical 
condition from a qualified physician and to present such report o f the 
illness to the appropriate supervisor following absence of more than 
five cumulative days or in cases where there is reason to question the 
validity of such illness. The employee may also be required to have a 
written report from a qualified physician showing that he/she is 
physically capable of doing the work required of his/her position when 
the employee returns from sick leave. Cost o f such required physical 
examination or statements shall be borne by the D istrict.
E-28.3 For an absence of one-half working day or less due to illness, quarantine 
or disability, a deduction of one-half day sick leave will be made; for an 
absence o f more than one-half day, a full day's deduction will be made. 
Employees who work on an hourly basis will have their sick leave 
accumulation charges recorded in hours. A teacher must count a 
planning period the same as an instruction period when considering the 
number of periods in a full day or half day.
E-28.4 An employee who does not serve his/her complete contract year will 
have the number o f sick leave days deducted that corresponds to the 
pro-rata share of working days missed by the employee, except in cases
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of retirement, death or other such circumstances beyond the control of 
the employee. I f  an employee does not have enough sick leave 
accumulated, salary for the number o f days not covered will be deducted 
from his/her final paycheck. This provision does not apply to those on 
leave cyanted by the District.
E-28.5 A covered employee who is absent due to serious illness in his/her 
immediate family, may have such absence charged to his/her 
accumulated sick leave. "Immediate fam ily" as used here shall be 
interpreted to include husband, wife, son, son-in-law, dauc^iter, 
daughter-in-law, father, father-in-law, mother, mother-in-law, sister, 
sister-in-law, brother, brother-in-law, cyandparents or g-andchildren o f 
employee or any relative living in the immediate household o f the 
employee. Exceptions to this interpretation will be made by the 
immediate supervisor and the Executive Director of Human Resources 
only in very unusual cases.
E-28.6 A fter the accumulated sick leave has been used the employee will 
receive no pay for additional working days i f  absent because o f illness, 
quarantine, disability, or bereavement. Deduction shall be made from 
his/her salary in an amount equal to his/her annual salary divided by the 
number o f actual working days in the employee's year.
In cases where hardship occurs due to the expiration o f sick leave 
benefits, the employee may appeal to the Executive Director o f Human 
Resources for consideration o f additional sick leave. Such request for 
additional sick leave shall not be unreasonably withheld.
E-28.7 ADDITIONAL SICK LEAVE: If due to the employee's illness or disability 
the employee is absent continuously for more than ten (10) consecutive 
working days after his/her accumulated sick leave has been used, 
additional sick leave will be g-anted beginning with the eleventh 
consecutive working day o f absence. Full pay will be made from the 
eleventh working day until and including the sixtieth calendar day o f the 
absence.
E-28.7.1 A maximum o f 31 additional sick leave days will be g-anted 
to a teacher within any one school year.
PAYMENT FOR UNUSED SICK LEAVE
E-29 An employee who resigns, retires or is reduced in force will receive payment for 
unused sick leave days as follows:
Years of Full-time Service Percentage o f BA Base Salary Per Diem
6-10 30%
11-15 40%
16-20 50%
21-25 60%
26 and above 75%
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E—29.1 If an employee was hired prior to January I, 1982, and is on an extended 
contract (more than 188 days), he/she may utilize the provisions for 
payment for unused sick leave effective in the 1981 Agreement i f  it  is to 
his/her advantage to do so.
E-29.2 In the event o f death o f an employee, payment of accumulated sick leave 
shall be made to the employee's estate. Such payment shall be at the 
employee's current per diem rate o f pay.
INJURY LEAVE
E-30 Injury leave may be chanted to protect an employee against temporary loss of 
salary when he/she sustains an injury arising out of, or in the course of, the actual 
performance of his/her job. Such injuries may entitle an employee to benefits 
under the Workmen's Compensation Act.
E-30.1 In order to receive these benefits, injured employees are required to 
report the injury without delay to their immediate supervisor; report to a 
duly qualified physician and have a verification o f the injury made to the 
District; and file  an application for Workmen's Compensation benefits 
within two working days in the Insurance Office.
E-30.2 In the event o f an on-the-job injury to the employee, which is deemed 
compensable under the Workers' Compensation Law, the employee will 
continue to receive compensation that the employee otherwise would 
have normally earned for up to three (3) days. Such absence will not be 
charged to sick leave. In those cases where the insurance carrier 
assumes liability, the injured employee may, beginning with the fourth 
day o f absence due to such injury, receive his/her fu ll salary from the 
School D istrict less the amount o f any workmen's compensation pay 
received for a period o f time not to exceed th irty  (30) working days. In 
such case the absence would not be charged to the employee's sick leave.
E-30.3 A fter the end o f the described th irty  (30) work days, the employee has 
two options:
1) He/she may use accumulated sick leave and be paid at his/her full 
salary less the amount o f Workmen's Compensation pay. In such 
cases the absence is charged against the employee's accumulated 
sick leave on a prorated basis.
2) He/she may accept only Workmen's Compensation pay in which case 
sick leave will not be charged.
E.30.8 In cases where the insurance carrier fails to assume any liability, all 
absences may be charged under the regular sick leave provisions.
BEREAVEMENT LEAVE
E-31 When death occurs in an employee's immediate family, he/she shall be yanted 
three (3) working days o ff with pay for the time lost from work. The definition of
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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"immediate fam ily" for as used here shall be interpreted to include husband, wife, 
son, son-in-law, daughter, dauc^iter-in-law, father, father-in-law, mother, mother- 
in-law, sister, sister-in-law, brother, brother-in-law, g-andparents or 
g-andchildren of employee or any relative living in the immediate household of 
the employee. Any additional days will be charged to accumulated sick leave.
PERSONAL LEAVE
E-32 Upon notification to the principal or immediate supervisor, employees covered by 
this Agreement shall be authorized two days o f personal leave with pay during 
each school year. It is intended that personal leave shall not be used for seeking 
other employment or recreational purposes.
•E-32.1 Personal leave may be g-anted just prior to or just subsequent to any 
holiday or vacation period or during the firs t or last week o f school for 
special or unique circumstances subject to the prior approval by the 
Executive Director o f Human Resources. The cost o f these days w ill be 
deducted from the absentee's pay at a rate equal to the daily substitute 
teacher rate plus $5.00 for each day used.
In the event an unforeseen emergency occurs requiring the teacher to 
use a personal leave day, or a teacher is willing to use personal leave 
because professional leave is not available for an activ ity  that w ill result 
in professional g-owth, the teacher may, upon approval o f the Executive 
Director o f Human Resources, use personal leave without loss o f pay.
E-32.2 If personal leave is used for adoption, one additional personal leave day 
shall be g-anted by the Executive Director o f Human Resources.
E-32.3 A teacher may accumulate one day o f unused personal leave so that in 
any one given year a maximum o f three days o f personal leave may be 
utilized. Any other unused personal leave days will be cumulative as sick 
leave days.
E-32.4 Other absences. I f  other absences required for good and sufficient 
reasons are requested, the Executive Director o f Human Resources may 
g-ant such leave with a deductions) at the appropriate daily rate. Such 
requests must receive approval prior to the absence.
RELIGIOUS HOLIDAY LEAVE
E-33 Individual members o f Unit B who desire to observe religious holidays which occur 
on regularly scheduled school days may apply for such leave under any o f the 
following provisions:
1. Use of current unused personal leave with pay up to the maximum o f two 
(2) days.
2. Use of up to three (3) days o f religious leave with pay, provided such 
days are made up by arrangement with the respective principals and are 
used for regular job-related activities.
3. Use of ip  to three (3) days o f religious leave without pay.
•Identifies new or revised language.
E—33.1 Applications for such leave must be made in advance and must specify 
which o f the above provisions Is being utilized.
MISCELLANEOUS SHORT ABSENCES
E—3*1 TIME OFF TO VOTE: Employees who are qualified to vote will be given time off,
without loss o f pay, for the purpose o f voting. Arrangements for such absences 
must be made in advance with the employee's immediate supervisor.
E-35 JURY DUTY: Employees who are ordered to serve on jury duty w ill be cyanted 
time o ff  with pay for court appearances. Employees whose pay is continued by 
the D istrict during jury duty shall reimburse the D istrict in amount of 
remuneration provided by the Court.
E-36 COURT APPEARANCES: Employees who are subpoenaed to appear in court on a 
matter that involves the employee's capacity as a D istrict employee shall be 
cyanted time o ff with pay for court appearances.
E-36.1 Employees who are subpoenaed to appear in court as witnesses shall be 
cyanted time o ff  with pay upjon presentation of court notice for such 
appearance(s). If such appearance(s) result(s) in payment o f a fee by the 
court, such fee shall be paid to the D istrict up to the amount o f the 
employee's daily rate o f pay from the District.
E-36.2 Time o ff  for court appearances on personal legal matters may be 
charged to personal leave up to the maximum two days provided. If 
more than an employee's available personal leave time is needed, the 
employee shall pay for the substitute time needed. Personal leave time 
need not be used for absences of less than one-half day i f  arrangements 
are made with fellow employees as provided in C-14.1.
E-37 MILITARY LEAVE
E—37.1 MILITARY SERVICE: Any teacher who is unable to perform the terms 
o f an employment contract because o f entry into m ilitary service as 
defined by the Selective Service Act o f 1967, should notify the D istrict 
Personnel Office, in writing, immediately ipon receiving orders to report 
for m ilitary duty. Copies o f such orders shall be submitted to the 
Personnel Department. A teacher who applies for reinstatement within 
the time pariods provided by law will be reinstated.
E-37.2 MILITARY TRAINING LEAVE: Teachers belonging to Guard or Reserve 
Units will be allowed to take up to fifteen (15) calendar days par year of 
time o ff from the regular duties for such m ilitary training. A leave not 
to exceed fifteen (15) calendar days per year shall be without any loss of 
pay provided that the teachers on such m ilitary leave shall turn over to 
the district payment received for such services.
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EXTENDED LEAVES OF ABSENCE
•E-38 RETURN RIGHT-REPLACEMENT: Upon request made at the tim e o f leave 
application, the employee shall be returned to his/her former assignment provided 
the total duration o f the leave is one (I) year or less. Such assurance would not be 
available i f  circumstances prohibit it. When a teacher requests to return to 
his/her former assignment, the individual employed to f i l l  a vacancy created by 
the leave o f absence shall be employed on a temporary basis.
E-39 NOTIFICATION: An employee o f the D istrict whose leave of absence expires at 
the end o f the fall semester shall notify the D istrict o f his/her intent to return by 
no later than December 1st. An employee o f the D istrict who is on leave during 
the spring semester and whose leave expires prior to the beginning o f the 
following school year shall no tify the D istrict by April 15th o f intent to return. 
Failure to so notify the D istrict will result in termination unless there are 
mitigating circumstances which would make such notification impossible.
E-40 LEAVE OF ABSENCE FOR IMPROVEMENT OF HEALTH: Leaves o f absence for 
improvement o f health o f the employee only may be chanted ipon written 
application for a period not to exceed two years.
E-41 LEAVE FOR GOVERNMENTAL SERVICE: An employee o f the D istrict elected or 
appointed to serve in a position of community, county, state, or national 
governmental service will be g-anted a leave o f absence without pay i f  the 
governmental service requires the employee to be absent from his duties in the 
District.
E-41.1 Daily salary deductions for this purpose shall be based on the actual
salary o f the employee divided by the number o f scheduled work days for 
the employee for a specific year. I f  the governmental service requires 
daily part-time absence, salary deduction shall be prorated.
E-41.2 For the purpose o f this policy, fu ll-tim e campaigning in one's behalf shall 
be construed as governmental service.
•E-42 EXTENDED ABSENCES FOR PERSONAL REASONS: Extended absences for
personal reasons, not to exceed one year in length, may be granted without pay to 
certificated tenure employees. An extension of such leave may be g-anted at the 
discretion o f the Board o f Education. In no event w ill a single leave exceed two 
years in length. A personal leave request is subject to the following conditions:
1. APPLICATION: An employee requesting an extended leave o f absence 
for the second semester shall submit such request to the Human 
Resources Division, with a copy to the principal, prior to December I of 
the semester preceding the leave. An employee requesting an extended 
leave o f absence for the firs t semester or ensuing school year shall 
submit such request to the Human Resources Division, with a copy to the 
principal, prior to April 15 o f the year preceding the leave.
2. Approval must be recommended by the Superintendent and other 
administrative officials concerned.
3. The Board o f Education must approve the application.
•Identifies new or revised language.
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E-02.1 LEAVE FOR NEWBORN CHILD CARE: Extended absences for newborn 
child care, generally not to exceed one year in length, may be yanted 
without pay to certificated employees (including non-tenured) according 
to the above conditions.
E-03 LEAVE FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDY: Upon the recommendation o f the
Superintendent, the Board o f Education will consider the application o f any fu ll­
time certificated employee for a leave of absence without payment o f regular 
salary for one quarter, one semester or one year fo r the purpose o f professional 
study. Such employee must have a minimum o f five years of satisfactory and 
uninterrupted service in the Boulder Valley Schools. Only in exceptional instances 
will extensions o f such leaves be yanted and in no event will a single leave 
exceed two years in length.
E-43.1 For the purposes o f this provision, neither m ilitary leave nor sick leave 
shall be interpreted as having interrupted service. Previous leave for 
travel or professional study or for the improvement o f health, leave for 
exchange teaching, or miscellaneous personal leaves o f extended length 
constitute interruption o f service.
E-03.2 LEAVE FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDY: APPLICATION: The application 
for a leave for professional study shall be filed in the office o f the 
Executive Director o f Human Resources no later than April 15 or 
November preceding the term it  is desired that the leave become 
effective. The application will be immediately referred to the 
appropriate D istrict administrator for consideration and processing. The 
application should include a description o f the program which the 
applicant plans to pursue during the absence, as well as a statement of 
the employee's commitment to return to active service with the Boulder 
Valley Schools for at least one year. Failure to return for at least one 
year from a leave shall obligate the employee to refund any monies 
received under Section E-03.3 unless mitigating circumstances are 
accepted by the Board o f education as reason for waiving this 
obligation. In determining his/her recommendation to the Board of 
Education, the Superintendent o f Schools w ill consider: a) the extent o f 
the applicant's professional study, yo w th  and contributions during 
his/her term o f service with the Boulder Valley Schools, b) the extent to 
which study will contribute to the cultural and technical qualifications of 
the employee for his/her work in the Boulder Valley Schools and c) the 
length o f uninterrupted service in the Boulder Valley School.
E-43.3 LEAVE FOR PROFESSIONAL STUDY: SCHOLARSHIP: An eligilbe
employe placed upon a leave of absence for professional study may apply 
to the Board of Education for a scholarship o f $750 for one academic 
quarter, $1000 for one academic semester, or $2000 for a full academic 
year. Those persons who receive a scholarship shall execute a 
scholarship ayeement with the Board o f Education which shall include 
the following terms:
I) As a condition o f receiving the scholarship the teacher must 
satisfactorily complete all academic work or research projects in 
his/her proyam o f study.
m
2) The teacher shall provide the Superintendent o f Schools with a 
transcript o f g-ades ipon receipt o f the same, and will provide any 
additional reports or information as may be reasonably required by 
the Superintendent.
3) The teacher shall acyee to return to the D istrict following the leave 
o f absence and to enter upon and perform the services o f a teacher 
or administrator fo r a period of at least one year. Should the 
teacher fail to do this, all sums paid shall immediately become due 
and payable from the teacher to the School D istrict. I f  the teacher 
is unable to complete the required year o f service because o f illness 
or disability not due to his/her own negligence, the teacher will have 
an additional period o f time following recovery from such illness or 
disability to complete the year o f service required.
4) Scholarship recipients shall be reimbursed at the beginning o f each 
term o f study at the institution at which they are duly enrolled.
5) Salary increments or reductions and tenure rights w ill accrue to the 
employee while he/she is on leave for professional study.
E-44 VOCATIONAL EDUCATION PROFICIENCY LEAVE: Upon the recommendation 
of the Superintendent, the Board of Education will consider the application o f any 
fu ll-tim e vocationally credentialed employee for leave o f absence without 
payment o f regular salary for one semester or one year for the purpose of 
increasing vocational proficiency. For the purpose o f this provision, eligible 
employees include those credentialed teachers teaching in Board-approved 
prog-ams at the Vocational Technical Center or In Home Economics or Business 
Education programs in the regular high school. Such employee must have a 
minimum o f 5 years o f satisfactory and uninterrupted service in the Boulder 
Valley Schools. For each 1,000 hours of work done under this provision, .02 index 
points will be granted on the salary schedule, up to a maximum o f .00 index points 
per year.
E-05 MILITARY LEAVE FOR ACTIVE SERVICE: Any fu ll-tim e employee o f the
District who enlists in or is inducted into the armed forces w ill be g-anted a leave 
of absence without pay. He/she will retain the status o f probation or tenure 
he/she had achieved prior to his/her entry into the service. The D istrict w ill 
require written notice from the employee o f his/her intention to resume 
employment six months before the date he/she wishes to reenter the employment 
o f the D istrict.
E-45.1 The provisions o f this leave and the accompanying benefits will 
automatically expire i f  the employee does not give the D istrict written 
notice o f his/her intention to resume employment within six months 
after his/her e lig ib ility  for separation from the service, or a fter the 
termination o f the emergency, which ever is earlier. The D istrict 
reserves the right to revoke or deny extension o f leave to an employee 
remaining in m ilitary service beyond the compulsory period.
E—*»6 LEAVE RIGHTS: A member o f Unit B on a leave of absence will accrue seniority
rights as i f  on active service to the D istrict. Except as provided in E-44.3 for 
Professional Leave, salary increments will not accrue for an employee on a leave 
o f absence. Subject to the provisions of insurance policies, an employee on leave 
o f absence may purchase medical and dental insurance at the current g-oup rates.
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TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
E—47 During the term o f this Ag-eement, $75,000 will be allocated annually fo r the use
o f tuition reimbursement. Any Unit B employee with a regular contract who has 
completed one year o f satisfactory service and who has been notified of 
reemployment for the succeeding year and who is not on leave o f absence may 
apply for reimbursement o f tuition incurred in study for credit at an approved 
institution (North Central or equivalent) o f higher learning i f  such course is 
applicable to his/her teaching fields or related fields and is satisfactorily 
completed. Such reimbursement will be g-anted for a maximum of three semester 
hours (or equivalent) per college term and ten semester hours (or equivalent) 
during the summer term unless approval for more is obtained in advance from the 
level assistant superintendent. Tuition reimbursement shall be made for study at 
any Colorado state supported institution of higher education. For study at any 
other institution o f higher education, tu ition reimbursement shall not exceed the 
tuition rate for the corresponding term at the University o f Colorado at Boulder.
E—47.1 In order to receive reimbursement, employees must submit proper
documentation of successful course completion and payment to the 
Human Resources Division within 90 days o f completion o f the course. 
Requests must be submitted no later than April 15 or October 15 o f each 
year.
1. Requests submitted prior to April 15.
a. Seventy-five (75) percent o f the approved request will be paid 
between April 30 and May 31. The remaining twenty-five (25) 
percent o f the approved request will be dealt with together 
with requests submitted by the October I 5 deadline.
2. Requests submitted after April I 5 and prior to October I 5.
a. All approved requests under this section will be aggregated 
after the October I 5 deadline.
b. In the event the total o f approved requests is within the dollar 
lim itation, all approved requests will be paid in fu ll.
c. In the event the total o f approved requests exceeds the dollar 
lim itation, payments will be prorated.
E-47.2 Any individual employee who has already received $1500 under this 
policy is ineligible to receive more until approved requests o f all other 
eligible applicants have been made and in no case will an employee be 
granted more than $1500 in any one five-year period.
E-47.3 Unit B employees on leave of absence shall not be eligible for tuition 
reimbursement.
E-47.4 Request for special consideration may be submitted by persons fo r whom 
unusual circumstances have been created by the adoption o f this policy.
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PROFESSIONAL GROWTH
E-48 Unit B members are encouraged to attend professional conferences at which 
opportunities for personal g-owth and improvement o f professional competencies 
o f themselves and others are presented. The Board o f Education ag-ees, within 
budget limitations, to provide funds fo r a lim ited number o f Unit 3 members to 
attend such conferences with the prior approval o f the ir principal, and appropriate 
D istrict administrator. Travel, meals, lodging, member rate registration fees, 
released time and cost o f substitute shall be deemed appropriate expenses, unless 
otherwise mutually agreeable.
E-48.1 Responsibility for the administration of professional g-owth conference 
requests lies with the appropriate D istrict administrator.
E-48.2 Two committees, one for secondary and another fo r elementary staff, 
shall be established to review applications and recommend participants 
to the appropriate administrator. Each committee shall include two 
teachers, appointed by the appropriate assistant D istrict administrator 
and two by the Association. The appropriate D istrict administrator shall 
also appoint a principal to his/her level committee.
E-48.3 The Board o f Education agrees that released time will be provided for 
members o f Unit B to visit schools and industries as approved by their 
principal and the appropriate administrator in a further e ffo rt to 
encourage professional growth experiences.
PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT
E-49 Members o f the professional s ta ff shall be provided opportunities to attend 
curriculum and instruction conferences as dictated by program development needs.
E-49.1 Responsibility for the administration o f the prog-am development 
conference request lies with the D istrict administration.
E-49.2 Content Area Representative Councils shall assist in the determination 
of program needs and in the selection o f participants at such 
conferences. This council shall develop, with the assistance o f the 
administration, the guidelines and procedures to be used in carrying out 
its responsibility.
CHANGE OF PAY STATUS
E-50 College or university credit earned after January I, 1980, to be used for 
horizontal movement on the salary schedule shall be earned at an approved 
institution (North Central or equivalent) o f hic^ier learning and such course(s) 
must be applicable to the individual's teaching or related educational fields.
E-50.1 It shall be the teacher's responsibility to in itia te a request for horizontal 
increases in salary due to additional hours of training credit. Requests 
shall be made to the Human Resources Division on a change o f status 
form (PSI2) which can be obtained from the school office.
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Course g-ade slips shall be accepted as verification o f the successful 
completion of course work and must accompany the request, provided 
offic ia l transcripts are submitted to the Human Resources Division no 
later than 60 days following the submission of the course g-ade slip.
E-50.2 Requests for salary increase for additional credit must be in the Human 
Resourcaes Division by October I for salary credit beginning in the firs t 
semester. For a salary increase to begin in the second semester, the 
change o f pay request must be in the Human Resources Division by 
February I 5.
E-50.3 Academic credit on the teacher salary schedule shall be g-anted for 
successful completion o f D istrict prog-ams or courses that have been 
identified as qualifying for credit by the D istrict's administration.
VOLUNTARY EARLY RETIREMENT PLAN
E—51 A one-time allowance ranging from 100% (of the highest annual salary in the last
five years) at age 55 to 0% at age 70 w ill be paid as provided in sections(s) E-52.5 
and/or E-52.6. The final annual salary shall be the employee's basic schedule or 
contracted annual rate (bonuses, extra-duty, overtime, etc. excluded). The 
payment for early retirement is as follows:
Age Percent o f Salary Age Percent o f Salary
55 100 63 42
56 96 60 29
57 92 65 15
58 86 66 12
59 79 67 9
60 72 68 6
61 63 69 3
62 53 70 0
E-5I.I The employee must be 55 years of age or older and actively employed by 
the D istrict as defined in section A-5 at the time o f electing early 
retirement.
E-51.2 The employee must have a minimum of fifteen (15) years of 
uninterrupted service in the D istrict immediately prior to early 
retirement. Leave approved by the Board of Education is not an 
interruption of service; however, time accrued as a result of an approved 
leave will not be credited toward the fifteen-year minimum. Exceptions 
to this requirement in cases o f brief periods of interruption may be made 
with approval of the Superintendent o f Schools.
E-51.3 Any employee who leaves the D istrict before reaching age 55 cannot 
claim entitlement after reaching age 55.
E-5I.H NOTIFICATION DATES
E-51.4.1 For early retirement at the end of the school year, 
notification o f the intent to retire must be filed in writing 
with the Executive Director of Human Resources by the 
preceding April 15. A written notification of the installment 
plan (E-52.6) and the form of payment (E—52.7) must be filed 
by June I with the same person.
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E—51.4.2 For early retirement at the end o f the firs t semester, 
notification o f the intent to retire must be filed in writing 
with the Executive Director o f Human Resources by the 
preceding October 15. A written notification o f the 
installment plan E-52.6) and the form o f payment (E-52.7) 
must be filed by November I with the same person.
E-51.5 UNUSED SICK LEAVE BENEFIT: Employees under this early retirement 
plan are to be reimbursed for the ir unused sick leave days at the rate in 
effect under paragraph E-30 at the time o f early retirement.
E-51.6 Should the employee elect early retirement, early retirement payments 
and payments for accumulated unused sick leave will be made in one, 
two, three, four or five annual installments. The firs t payment will be 
made in February following the offic ia l retirement date and all 
subsequent annual installments in succeeding Februarys.
E-51.7 The employee may direct that the D istrict purchase an annuity in his/her 
name. Such annuity must be purchased from a District-approved 
company.
E-51.8 The participant will receive in total the payment percentage benefit 
according to his/her age on the effective date o f retirement. For 
example, i f  the participant has a birthday and becomes 59 years o f age 
on August 31, and the date o f retirement is August 31, the participant 
w ill receive the percentage listed for 59 years o f age.
E-51.9 An employee who takes a regular or early retirement under PER A with 
at least ten (10) years service with Boulder Valley Schools, may continue 
Group Health Insurance coverage at the employee's expense.
E-5I.I0 Any employee electing early retirement may continue family dependent 
medical coverage at the employee's expense. All payments for 
dependent coverage must be made monthly in advance. Further, should 
the employee fail to prepay dependent coverage, such coverage will be 
irrevocably cancelled.
E -5I.I0 .I In the event o f employee death prior to having received full 
retirement payment and/or sick leave reimbursement, the 
employee's designated beneficiary will receive the remaining 
balance. The beneficiary must be designated at the tim e o f 
early retirement. Any proposed changes in beneficiary must 
be provided in writing. In cases where the designated 
beneficiary has deceased, the payment will be made to heirs 
at law. Payment w ill be made in accordance with the 
established schedule.
E-5I.I0.2 Early retirement for all eligible personnel can become 
effective only on two dates, August 31 and January 31.
E-51.10.3 Any change in benefits as may be deemed appropriate by the 
Board o f Education shall not apply to individuals currently in 
early retirement, unless specifically made applicable by 
Board o f Education action.
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E-51.10.4 
E-5I.I0.5 
E-51.10.6
E-51.10.7
The retired employee must provide the Personnel Department 
w ith a correct, current mailing address at all times.
Any employee electing early retirement relinquishes all 
future employment rights in Boulder Valley Re-2 D istrict.
Any employee electing early retirement does so voluntarily 
and must sign a statement acknowledging that the decision is 
entirely at the employee's option, is voluntary in nature, and 
is not coerced by the employer.
Retired employees interested in part-tim e employment must 
make application in writing to the Executive Director o f 
Human Resources. Availability of part-time employment 
may be lim ited. The Executive Director o f Human Resources 
will be responsible for all assignments.
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SECTION F: PRIVILEGES S FACILITIES
F-l ASSOCIATION PRESIDENT'S SALARY: The Board o f Education ayees, subject to 
conditions below, that the president o f the Association, while he/she is o ffic ia lly  
representing the Unit as the bargaining agent during the year, shall be relieved of 
his/her teaching duties without loss o f salary, seniority, or fringe benefits. A 
replacement shall be hired and the Association shall compensate the D istrict for 
the salary and PER A cost o f the replacement, to be determined by computing the 
average salary o f newly hired Unit B personnel that year who were not on contract 
for the prior academic year. The Association president shall work with the 
temporary replacement to the extent that the educational pro -am  in his/her 
classes is not seriously disrupted. The president shall also s iiim it to the Deputy 
Superintendent, ipon his/her request, a report covering his/her activities relative 
to the improvement o f the D istrict instructional program and/or his/her 
contributions toward the solution o f teacher personnel problems.
F - l. I  The person employed to the Association president's position shall be 
employed a temporary basis and the employee who is on "leave as 
Association president" shall have the privilege o f returning to his/her 
former assicyiment unless circumstances would prohibit it, or i f  accepting 
a different assignment.
F-2 USE OF FACILITIES: The Association shall be chanted use o f school building 
facilities for holding local Association building meetings. Association 
representative council meetings, general membership meetings and committee 
meetings for conducting offic ia l Association business provided reasonable notice is 
given to the Superintendent or his designated representative, and further, provided 
such meeting does not interfere with or disrupt the normal operation or use o f the 
fac ility  in question. I f  a charge shall be made o f all other groups for such use, the 
Association shall be charged the lowest rate charged any other group, or for extra 
janitor's salary, whichever is lower.
F-2.1 The Association shall have the exclusive use o f a bulletin board in each 
faculty lounge. I f  the Association building representative and the 
principal acyee that this bulletin board is inadequate the principal will 
provide additional space on the office bulletin board. The building 
representative shall be responsible for the BVEA material appearing on 
bulletin boards.
F-2.2 The Association shall have the right to purchase supplies and other 
materials from the D istrict at the price paid by the D istrict which are 
normally stocked in the D istrict Warehouse. Such materials and supplies 
are to be used solely for Association purposes.
F-3 BOARD MEETINC INFORMATION: The Board agrees to make available to the 
Association the complete "information packet" prepared for each Board meeting. 
This shall be prepared at the same time as it is for Board members. I f  there are 
last minute additions to the packet, the Association shall be informed of such 
additions and they shall also be available.
F-4 PROFESSIONAL LEAVE FOR ASSOCIATION BUSINESS: The Board shall g-ant to 
the Association 100 days paid leave for its representatives to attend workshops.
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conferences, and other activities o f the Association and its state and national 
affiliates (BVEA days). Requests shall be processed through the Association. 
Additional leave days may be cyanted to the Association by the Superintendent 
provided the expense of the substitute(s) shall be paid by the Association.
F-4.1 The amount o f leave is to be allocated to individual members at the 
discretion o f the Association, except that i f  in the judgment o f the 
principal repeated absences o f an individual teacher are harmful to the 
education o f the students affected, the principal may recommend in 
writing to the BVEA President and the appropriate assistant 
superintendent that these days be lim ited for that teacher.
F-4.2 The Board recotyiizes that members o f Unit B should be encouraged to 
seek election or appointment to CEA and NEA office or offices o f their 
affiliates. Leave taken to serve in such offic ia l capacity shall not be 
charged to the number of leave days referred to in F-4.1. Requests for 
such leave must be submitted before seeking the office and approval 
received from the building principal and appropriate assistant 
superintendent. I f  approved, such time released will be with pay provided 
compensation is not otherwise provided and shall not exceed ten (10) days 
per academic year.
F-5 PAYROLL DEDUCTION: The D istrict acyees to deduct from each teacher's salary 
an amount to cover Association dues and PACE contributions which each teacher 
voluntarily authorizes to be deducted. The D istrict will transmit the amount so 
deducted and so authorized to the Treasurer o f the Association. The Association 
will provide the D istrict with a copy o f each form authorizing such deductions.
F-5.1 LUMP SUM OR MONTHLY INSTALLMENTS: Individual teachers may 
elect to have the annual Association dues deducted in a lump sum or in 
twelve (12) equal monthly installments by indicating same on the form 
provided for that purpose and transmitting same to the D istrict.
F-5.2 HOLD HARMLESS: The Association acyees to save the Board and the 
D istrict harmless from any suit, action, complaint, or the like, cyowing 
out o f these deductions, and assumes fu ll responsibility for the disposition 
o f the funds so deducted once they have been turned over to the Treasurer 
o f the Association. The Association acyees that, in the event o f any 
litigation against the district, its agents or employees, arising out of this 
provision, it  w ill co-defend, indemnify and hold harmless the D istrict, its 
agents or employees, from any monetary award or any costs arising out of 
such litigation, including but not lim ited to attorneys' fees and costs.
F-5.3 ASSOCIATION NOTIFICATION: The Association shall notify the D istrict
Payroll Office in writing, o f the current rate o f membership dues to be 
applied with respect to any dues deductions set forth in this Artic le. Any 
such notification must be submitted by the 10th day o f the month that the 
new rates are effective, or such other date as mutually agreed upon.
c-6 VISITING SCHOOLS: Association members and others acting in their behalf shall 
be permitted to visit schools for carrying out Association business as needed. Such
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visitations shall not interfere with the educational prog-am or administrative 
affairs of the school visited. All visitors shall comply with D istrict security 
requirements and the Colorado Revised Statues of 1963 covering public buildings.
F-7 BUILDING MEETINGS: The Association faculty representative(s) for each school 
shall have the ric^it to schedule Association meetings before or a fte r school or 
during lunch periods. The representative shall obtain a building calendar from his 
principal or designated representative. The meetings shall not conflict with the 
building calendar or the duty schedules o f the teachers in the building.
F-8 DISTRICT INFORMATION: The Board agrees to make available to the Association 
in response to requests information including but not lim ited to: annual financial 
reports and audits, register o f certificated personnel, tentative budgetary 
requirements and allocations, agenda and minutes o f all Board meetings, pupil 
enrollment figures, and names and addresses o f all teachers.
F-9 TEACHER FILES: Each member o f Unit B shall have the right to review the 
contents o f his/her personnel file , whether in the central o ffice or the school 
building, excepting however, any confidential references given at the time o f 
employment. A t the employee's written request, a representative o f BVEA may 
accompany the teacher in such review.
F-9.1 No material or complaint o f a derogatory nature will be placed in the file  
or used as part o f a teacher's evaluation unless such material or complaint 
shall be signed by the person(s) making such derogatory allegations or by 
the appropriate administrator. Anonymous complaints w ill not become a 
part of a teacher's personnel f ile  or record.
F-9.2 Such records o f complaints and any statements relating to a teacher's 
conduct, service, character or personality shall not be placed in either a 
teacher's building personnel file  or in the D istrict Personnel File without 
so informing the teacher and giving him/her an opportunity to attach a 
reply or com ments to the complaint or statement(s).
F-IO TEACHERS' FACILITIES: Each school will have the following facilities:
a) Storage space and work space for each teacher. The Board shall not be held to 
be the insurer o f the teachers' personal belongings stored in such space.
b) Well-limited, well-ventilated, clean teacher restrooms.
c) There shall be a furnished lounge and an equipped workroom provided for 
teachers in each school. Plans to provide such space where it  is needed shall 
be initiated. Whenever physical facilities permit, as determined by the school 
planner, and unless the faculty by majority vote opposes necessary alterations, 
faculty workrooms and lounges shall be separate.
d) The D istrict shall supply Personnel Directories to all school building offices 
for s ta ff use and to teachers who request one from the principal in writing by 
September 30. Such directories shall contain the phone numbers and add-esses 
o f all D istrict schools; and a list of all D istrict personnel by school ordered by
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alphabet with assignment; and an alphabetical listing o f all d istrict personnel with 
assignment, address, spouse's name (where appropriate), and telephone number 
(where not restricted).
e) The D istrict shall supply all members o f Unit B with individual copies o f the 
Negotiated Ag-eement no later than 20 teaching days after final ratification. 
Extra copies desired by the Association shall be provided at the Association's 
expense.
f) The D istrict shall provide an activ ity  ticket free of charge to each teacher for 
admission o f two (2) persons to events that occur in the cluster schools in 
which he/she teaches. The teacher may purchase an additional activ ity  ticket 
for admission o f two (2) persons to non-cluster events, at a cost o f eight 
dollars ($8.00) per ticket.
g) Every reasonable e ffo rt will be made to provide parking space for each faculty 
member.
h) A telephone for teacher use for school business and/or necessary private 
business shall be provided in all buildings. Such telephones are not to be used 
for long distance calls unless arrangements are made throuc^i the building 
principal. It is recogiized that physical limitations o f existing buildings may 
lim it the privacy o f such facilities.
F-l I SALARY LETTER: the D istrict shall supply the information below to Unit B 
employees no later than May 15 o f each year. I f  a computer malfunction occurs, 
this date may be waived, but such le tter shall be in the hands of teachers prior to 
the close of the school year.
New Salary
Total Accumulated Sick Leave
Total Years in the D istrict
Degrees and Hours on Record
Date Next First Aid Requirement is Due
Date Certificate has to be Renewed
Type o f Certificate Held
F - l2 LEAVE ACCOUNTING: When regular reports are developed on absences requiring 
substitute teachers they shall be made available to the Association. Such reports 
shall include:
Sick Leave 
Personal Leave
Professional Leave (BVEA days)
D istrict In-Service 
Administration-Initiated Meetings
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SECTION C: GRIEVANCE PROCEDURE
G-l DEFINITIONS: A "gievance" shall mean a complaint by a member or goup  o f 
members of Unit B that there has been a violation, a misinterpretation, or 
inequitable application of any o f the provisions o f this Ageement, or o f any policy 
concerning terms and conditions o f employment. The term "gievance" and the 
procedure relative thereto shall not be deemed applicable in the case o f the failure 
or refusal o f the Board to renew the contract o f a non-tenure employee or in case 
o f dismissal procedures or other matters governed solely by the Employment, 
Dismissal and Tenure Act o f 1967 as it  now exists or may hereafter be amended.
G -l.I The written grievance shall refer specifically to the provisions^) o f this 
Ageement or policy as referred to in G -l. I,  which it  is alleged has been 
violated, misinterpreted or unreasonable or inequitably applied and shall 
specify the remedial action requested. A gievance which does not 
contain this information may be summarily denied.
G -l.2 A "g ievant" is the employee or employees in Unit B making the claim.
G-l .3 A "party in interest" is an employee who micfit be required to take action 
or against whom action might be taken in order to resolve a gievance.
G-l .4 "Day" or "days" where used in this Grievance Procedure shall mean, unless 
otherwise indicated, working days for members o f Unit B.
G -l.5 "LEVEL" as used in this Grievance Procedure shall mean the separate and 
distinct stages to be followed in sequential order in the processing of 
gievances.
G -l.6 "Association" where used in this Grievance Procedure shall mean the 
recogiized negotiating organization fo r Unit B.
G-2 PURPOSE: The purpose o f this procedure is to secure, at the lowest possible 
administrative level, equitable solution to the problems which may, from tim e to 
time, arise. Both parties to this Ageement agee that these proceedings will be 
kept as informal and confidential as may be appropriate at any level o f the 
procedure.
*G-3 PROCEDURE: Grievances should be processed as rapidly as possible. The number 
o f days indicated at each level shall be considered as a maximum and a good fa ith  
e ffo rt shall be made to expedite the process. The time lim its may be extended by 
mutual ageement. No gievance shall be recogiized by the Association or the 
Board o f Education unless it  shall have been filed in writing at LEVEL ONE within 
fifteen (15) days after the aggieved knew, or should have known, o f the act or 
condition on which the gievance is based, and i f  not so presented, the gievance 
will be considered waived. If a gievance is filed which mit^it not be finally 
resolved at LEVEL FOUR under the time lim its set forth herein prior to the end of 
the school year, the time lim its set forth herein w ill be reduced so that the 
gievance procedure will be concluded prior to the end o f the school year, or as 
soon thereafter as is practicable.
•Identifies new or revised language.
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G-3.1 If, In the Judgment o f the Association, a grievance affects a 70143 o f Unit 
B members and two or more principals or no principal, the Association 
may sifcmit such a grievance in writing to the appropriate level executive 
director or assistant superintendent and the processing o f the yievance 
shall begin at LEVEL TWO.
G-3.2 No yievance may be filed regarding any matter for which the method of 
review is prescribed by law or in which the Board o f Education is without 
authority to act.
G-3.3 Neither the Board of Education nor any member o f the administration will 
take reprisals o f any nature against any y ievan t, party in interest. 
Association representative, or any other participant in the Grievance 
Procedure because o f participation in the Grievance Procedure.
G-3.8 During the processing o f a yievance throuc^i the various levels o f the 
procedure, timely filing must be made or the yievance will be considered 
waived.
G-3.5 If a member o f Unit B elects to pursue any legal or statutory remedy for a 
yievance, such election will bar any further or subsequent proceedings 
for re lie f in said yievance under the provisions of this Grievance 
Procedure.
G-3.6 All written or printed matter dealing with any yievance will be filed 
separately from any other records maintained by the D istrict and will not 
become a part of the personnel file  of any y ievant.
G-3.7 The Board o f Education will make available to any agyieved person 
and/or representative(s) all pertinent information not privileged under law 
in its possession and control and which is relevant to the issues raised by 
the yievance.
G-3.8 The rights and professional reputation of all parties in interest are to be 
protected by all means possible and the in terryrtion o f classroom 
activities and the involvement of students are to be avoided wherever 
possible in all phases o f the Grievance Procedure.
G-3.9 The filing or pendency of any yievance shall in no way operate to 
interfere with the right o f the Board o f Education and/or the 
administration to continue the contested action.
G-3.1 0 When it  is necessary for employees o f the D istrict to attend a meeting or 
hearing called to resolve a yievance, such employees shall be provided 
released time without loss of pay for such time as their attendance is 
required at such meeting or hearing subject to the following limitations:
Level One -The y ievan t, and i f  requested, one Association 
representative and/or not more than one other employee. 
Level Two -TT>e y ievan t, the Association representative and not more 
than two other employees.
Level Three -The y ievan t, the Association representative and not more
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than two other employees.
Level Four -The g ievant, the Association representative and such
number(s) o f other witnesses as may be mutually ageed to 
by both parties.
Notification to such employees' immediate supervisor will be made by the 
appropriate level administration. Necessary arrangements w ill be made 
to avoid interruption o f the regular school duties o f such employee(s).
*G-0 INFORMAL CONFERENCE: Prior to the filing  o f a gievance at LEVEL ONE the 
employee shall discuss the matter with his/her immediate supervisor in an e ffo rt to 
resolve the issue(s) informally. The aggieved person (I) may request that the 
Association's representative or some other person be in attendance or, (2) may 
request that the Association's representative or some other person act in the 
employee's behalf. I f  the informal conference cannot be held before the deadline 
fo r filing at LEVEL ONE, the deadline shall be extended to a mutually ageed upon 
date.
G-5 LEVEL ONE: If not resolved informally, the g ievant may file  the g-ievance in 
writing with the immediate supervisor. The written g-ievance will state the nature 
o f the g-ievance, the provision(s) o f the ag-eement or any policy concerning terms 
and conditions o f employment allegedly violated, and the re lie f requested. The 
immediate supervisor will provide a written answer and the basic reason(s) 
therefore to the g-ievance within five (5) days and w ill provide a copy o f that 
decision to the Association, the g-ievant, the Executive Director o f Human 
Resources, and the appropriate D istrict administrator.
G-6  LEVEL TWO: If the g-ievance has not been resolved at LEVEL ONE, it  may be- 
appealed in writing by the Association to the appropriate level Executive Director 
or assistant superintendent within five (5) days after receipt o f the written decision 
from LEVEL ONE.
G-6 .1 The Executive Director or .assistant superintendent and/or
representative^) w ill meet with the agg-ieved person and/or 
representative(s) within five (5) days o f the receipt o f the written 
g-ievance from the Association in an e ffo rt to resolve the g-ievance.
G-6.2 Within five (5) days after hearing the g-ievance, the Executive D irector or
assistant siperintendent will render a written decision including the basic 
reason(s) therefore and either present it  or send it  by U.S. mail to the 
Grievant and to all parties in interest o ffic ia lly  present at the hearing, as 
well as to the President o f the Association.
G-7 LEVEL THREE: If the g-ievance has not been resolved at LEVEL TWO, or i f  no 
decision has been rendered in writing within five (5) days after the hearing, and the 
Association deems to do so, the g-ievance may be appealed to the Superintendent 
within five (5) days after receipt o f the written decision or the five (5) day period 
in which no decision was rendered.
G-7.1 The Superintendent and/or representative(s) will meet with the g-ievant 
and/or representative(s) within ten (10) days after receipt o f the written 
gievance in an e ffo rt to resolve the gievance.
♦Identifies new or revised language.
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G-7.2 Within ten (10) days after hearing the g-ie vance, the Superintendent or 
his/her representative will render a written decision including the 
reason(s) therefore and either present it or send it  by U.S. mail to the 
Grievant and to all parties in interest o ffic ia lly  present at the hearing, as 
well as to the President o f the Association.
G-8 LEVEL FOUR: If  the g-ievance has not been resolved at LEVEL THREE, or i f  no 
decision has been rendered in writing within ten (10) days after the Superintendent 
or his representative heard the g-ievance, and the Association deems to do so, the 
Association may demand arbitration. Such demand must be made within ten (10) 
days after receipt o f the Superintendent's or his representative's response or the 
ten (10) day period of no response. Within ten (10) days o f the demand for 
arbitration, the Board and/or representative(s) and the Association and/or 
representative(s) will select an arbitrator. In the event the parties are unable to 
agree on an arbitrator, selection shall be made in the manner provided by the 
current Negotiations Procedure for selecting a mediator.
G-8.1 The arbitrator will have the authority to hold hearings and make 
procedural rules. All hearings held by the arbitrator shall be in closed 
sessions and no news release shall be made concerning progress o f the 
hearings.
G-8.2 The arbitrator will submit a written report not more than fifteen (15) days 
after the last hearing date or i f  hearings have been waived, not more than 
fifteen (15) days after receipt o f briefs filed in the case. Copies o f the 
report will be sent to the Association, the Board o f Education and the 
Grievant and will set forth findings o f fact, reasoning, conclusions and 
recommendations on the issues(s) submitted. The arbitrator shall not 
amend, take away, add to, or change any of the provisions of this 
Ag-eement and may consider only the issue(s) submitted in writing by the 
Board and the Association. The arbitrator's decisions) shall be based 
solely on the interpretation o f the terms o f this Ag-eement and shall be 
advisory only and binding neither on the Association nor the Board of 
Education.
G-8.3 Within ten (10) days o f the receipt o f the arbitrator's report, a meeting 
between Association and Board representatives will be held to discuss the 
report. No public release may be made until after such meeting. Each 
party will advise the other o f its position on the arbitrator's decision and 
the reasons therefore.
GSM  The Board shall take offic ia l action on the report of the arbitrator not 
later than th irty  (30) days after receipt of the arbitrator's 
recom mendations.
G-8.5 The costs for the services o f the arbitrator, including per diem expenses, 
necessary travel and subsistence expenses, shall be shared equally by the 
Board and the Association.
G-8.6 Either party may request that an offic ia l stenographic record of the 
testimony at the hearings be made. The party requesting such record 
shall pay the costs thereof except that i f  the other party shall request a 
copy o f any transcript, it  shall share the entire cost o f making the 
stenographic record.
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SECTION H: ADVISORY COUNCIL
H-l TEACHERS' ADVISORY COUNCIL: The Teachers' Advisory Council shall continue
for the purpose o f improving communications and providing an opportunity for the
discussion of items of concern to teachers and to the administration.
H -l.I The function o f the Council is advisory. As a result o f agenda items 
discussed, the Council shall make recommendations to the Superintendent 
of Schools, deputy superintendent, or appropriate assistant superintendent 
for the ir consideration.
H - l.2 The Council shall be composed of I I  members of Unit 3 and 4
administrators; 4 elementary classroom teachers, 4 secondary classroom 
teachers, and 3 specialists, o f which one must be a Special Education 
Specialist; I elementary principal, I secondary principal, I central o ffice 
administrator, and the Superintendent o f Schools or his designee. The 
Association vice-president shall serve as an ex-officio member. Such 
membership to be effective September I, 1977.
H - l.3 Teacher members o f the Council shall be selected by the organization
representing Unit 3 for a 2 year term. The term o f Unit 3 members shall 
be staggered so that approximately 50% o f the members carry over from 
one year to the next.
H - l.4 The Chairperson o f the Teachers' Advisory Council shall be elected by the
Council from the teacher membership. The operating rules shall be 
established by the Council.
H - l.5 Meetings shall be held once monthly September through May according to
the schedule set by the current members o f the Council and the
Superintendent. Meeting dates may be changed or additional meetings 
scheduled when necessity requires, by mutual acyeement.
H - l.6 Items for the agenda are to be written and mailed to the Council
chairperson and the Superintendent for inclusion on the agenda. Minutes
will be kept and distributed appropriately. The Council shall consider only 
those items that have not been or cannot be resolved through proper 
administrative channels. Items shall not be included on the agenda i f  they 
are in the process o f negotiations or in any step o f the g-ievance 
procedure. The fact that any item is on the agenda or has been 
considered by the Council does not mean that it  cannot also be proposed 
for the negotiations package by either the Board or the negotiating unit. 
Items may be added to the agenda at any meeting by majority vote o f the 
Council.
H - l.7 The administration shall respond to the Council on the status o f any
recommendation made by the Council within 20 days or at the next 
regularly scheduled Council meeting, whichever is firs t.
H - l.8 Agenda items may be submitted by a certificated employee or cyoup o f
certificated employees providing the item or items meet the 
qualifications for the agenda as established above.
S2
H-1.9 Inquiries concerning duplication of record lists or the gathering o f data 
where administrative guidance might be needed should be submitted to 
the appropriate department head in writing, with a copy to the 
Superintendent. The department head shall within five (5) days respond to 
the inquiry in writing, either supplying the information or indicating what 
would be involved in obtaining the information and suggesting a time and 
procedure.
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SECTION I: PROFESSIONAL RELATIONSHIPS
l- l FACULTY AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: If  a building faculty established a Faculty 
Affairs Committee, the principal shall attend meetings when requested by the 
committee (given adequate notice) and respond to questions and recommendations 
posed by the committee.
1-2 3UILDING AND REMODELING PLAN: Professional personnel affected by new 
facilities shall be represented on advisory planning committees. Teachers may 
recommend to the appropriate assistant superintendent a committee of 
representatives from among their number to serve on these committees. The 
assistant superintendent will select at least two thirds o f the teacher members for 
each such committee from the list submitted. The teachers serving on such 
committees shall be given released time as determined by the assistant 
superintendent to perform duties related to the committee's work. Final plans and 
specifications shall be available to the committee for review and 
recommendations. Before final approval by the Board o f Education, the assistant 
superintendent shall meet with the committees to consider the ir questions and 
recommendations concerning the final plans, and shall inform the Board o f them. 
It is understood that recommendations from such committees are advisory only.
1-3 SCHOOL VISITATION: Principals and counselors shall confer with the teacher 
before scheduling parent conferences, except in cases o f emergency.
1-3.1 A teacher at his/her discretion may bar a visitor from his/her classroom 
until a conference is held with the principal. This provision is not 
intended to discourage parents o f children in a classroom from visiting the 
classroom.
M  OTHER MATTERS: Teacher concerns not covered in Section G-l should be
discussed with the principal or appropriate supervisor and then may be filed with 
the Association, and the Association shall have the right to meet with the 
appropriate principal or supervisor in an e ffo rt to resolve the issue.
6*1
SECTION J: FUTURE CONFERENCE AND TERM
*J-I This Agreement shall be in fu ll force and e ffect from its execution to and including 
December 31, 1987. Further, this Agreement shall automatically continue in fu ll 
force and effect annually from year to year unless either of the parties hereto shall 
terminate the same in accordance with the procedures outlined in J-2.
J - l. l If either party shall desire to change any of the provisions o f this 
Agreement, i t  shall give written notice as outlined in B-3.
J-1.2 If the parties have not reached an agreement on or before the end o f the 
Contract or reopening term, all provisions o f this Agreement shall remain 
in effect unless specifically terminated in accordance with the following 
procedure.
J-2 TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT: Ten (10) or less days prior to the termination 
date o f this Agreement on the firs t anniversary date or at any tim e thereafter, i f  
no Agreement on the guestions at issue has been reached, either party may give 
written notice to the other party terminating the Agreement in not less than ten 
(10) days a fte r receipt o f notification by registered mail. Such notice shall state 
the date and hour o f such termination. All provisions of the Agreement shall 
remain in fu ll force and effect until the specified time has elapsed. During this 
period, attempts to reach an Agreement shall be continued.
J-2.1 If the parties have failed to resolve their differences by the specified 
date, all obligations under this Ayeement are automatically cancelled.
ACCEPTED AND APPROVED ACCEPTED AND APPROVED
Boulder Valley Education 
Association, representing 
the teachers o f Boulder
Valley School D istrict Board o f Education o f the
Re2 Boulder Valley Schools
DATE DATE_ I - 2 1  - S'!
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ADDENDUM
LIMITED TERM/TEMPORARY CONTRACT:
Limited term/temporary contracts may be used for employment o f non-tenured teachers at 
the careful discretion o f the administration. Under normal circumstances their primary 
uses include:
1. Contractual arrangements for all individuals employed in less than a fu ll-tim e 
basis.
2. Contractual arrangements for individuals employed to replace a member o f 
Unit B who is on a leave o f absence.
3. Contractual arrangements for members o f Unit B employed on or a fte r the 
firs t day o f the school year.
4. Contractual arrangements fo r members o f Unit B employed to serve in a 
specially funded project and/or p ilo t prog-am.
When lim ited term/temporary contracts are used the following conditions shall govern:
1. A teacher employed on a lim ited term/temporary contract will have his/her 
employment expire at the end o f the term set forth in his/her contract. A 
teacher so employed will waive the right to automatic renewal unless he/she is 
completing his/her th ird year o f qualified employment. A teacher on lim ited 
term/temporary contract will receive non-renewal notice at the end o f the 
third year o f employment.
2. Time accumulated by a teacher employed pursuant to a lim ited
term/temporary contract w ill count for the acquisition o f tenure, provided
that such accumulated time would otherwise qualify the teacher fo r tenure 
under the Colorado tenure statute.
3. Once a teacher receives a regular contract, his/her seniority shall originate
from the date the teacher firs t reported for work, including the time on a
lim ited term/temporary contract, provided the teacher was employed for at 
least four (4) clock hours per day and the service is not interrupted.
4. Positions held by lim ited term/temporary teachers will be posted according to 
the provisions o f D-16.
Employees who are hired under lim ited term contracts and who distinguish themselves by 
outstanding performance as reflected in their formal written evaluation reports, shall 
receive priority consideration for regular teaching positions in the D istrict when compared 
to other lim ited term contract teachers and new hires.
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